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DEAR SIR. INVESTOR

The Government of the Province of Corrientes has the firm decision to foster quality investment development 

in the whole provincial territory through the promotion of productive activities establishment generating 

added value to origin, and attracting local labour with the ultimate goal being the sustainable contribution 

by means of incorporated innovation to the abundant quality raw material that exist in Corrientes. 

From the public management, a role that I still carry out today, and with the commitment undertaken to 

increasing the life quality involving each individual inhabitant in the urban land of Corrientes, a general 

strategy of promotional incentives has been designed focused on specific opportunities, which establish 

enterprises ready to take responsibilities for working towards provincial socioeconomic development. The 

necessary articulation between the productive sector, the public and academic sector, conform the foundations 

of support of our long-term vision for provincial development.   

We are convinced that the development and the sustainability are not compatibles, and that development 

will enable us to better defend out natural assets. In this regard, I would like to stress that one of the main 

aims of this government is to preserve the natural resources of the people living in Corrientes, to them and 

to all humankind. 

Because of everything previously exposed, we are pleased to present the Investor’s Guide thought and 

developed for You, where you will find relevant information about the potential development of investments 

in our Province, and the commitment undertaken to support the conformation of a particular shape of a 

productive and social framework that continues to be geared towards the model of a developed and sustainable 

Province, with better conditions for the lives of its citizens.  

Yours faithfully,

PROLOGUE

Dr. Horacio Ricardo Colombi

DR. HORACIO RICARDO COLOMBI
Governor of the Province of Corrientes 



PLANTACIÓN DE ARROZ
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CORRIENTES is located in a strategic point in Mercosur, 
being the only province in Argentina with three international 
borders. 
The province is endowed with natural and human resources, 
industrial parks and government support for its productive 
development.

RICE GROWING - Curuzú Cuatiá, Corrientes
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Profitability, productive diversification, dynamism and innovation combine in Argentina to offer 

a wide range of investment possibilities in areas with great global growth potential.

Privileged access to a wide market and high integration to the global value chains. 

High quality workers, diverse and abundant natural resources, industrial and technological tradition 

and a modern infrastructure set up a highly competitive productive platform.

Invest in Argentina Invest in Corrientes
The Province of Corrientes has natural attributes that make it unique, with high growth potential in 

the Argentinian coast.

Its weather, geographic and hydric conditions, level of precipitations, thermal amplitude and water 

availability for industrial supply make this territory an appropriate province for its traditional and 

unconventional productive sectors.

The Provincial Government provides ideal facilities for the businessperson who wishes to invest in 

the productive reactivation, in the development or expansion of existent or new entrepreneurships. 

The availability of electricity, natural gas, wide road network in the whole provincial territory, an 

existent export river port and two planned ones, service entrepreneurs in all the productive chains 

and local, provincial, public and private institutions that cater for primary, secondary and tertiary 

activities complement the province’s offer for the investor.

Why invest in Corrientes?

CONTACT
1212 Esmeralda Street, 6th Floor, Buenos Aires City

(C1005AAG) Argentinian Republic

Tel: (54 11) 4819-7000 ext. 8476 / 8561

info@inversiones.gob.ar - www.inversiones.gob.ar

Nationally, The Undersecretary of Investment 

Growth and Commercial Promotion promotes 

the establishment of productive investment in 

Argentina, supports the process of internaliza-

tion of national companies, and prompts the 

increment and diversification of Argentinian 

exports to contribute to the sustainable growth 

and the competitiveness of the regional eco-

nomy.

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH

REMARKABLE CORPORATE PROFITABILITY

STRENGTH TO FACE GLOBAL CRISIS

STRATEGIC LOCATION

OPENNESS TO THE WORLD

DIVERSIFIED ECONOMY

ABUNDANT AND DIVERSE NATURAL RESOURCES

QUALIFIED AND CREATIVE GLOBAL STRENGTH

IMPORTANT LOCATION FOR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
PRODUCTIVE INNOVATION

MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE AND QUALITY CONNECTIVITY

BRASIL

PARAGUAY

URUGUAY
Ministerio de
Relaciones Exteriores y Cultos
Presidencia de la Nación

INVIERTA EN
ARGENTINA

Brasil

Bolivia

Chile

Islas Malvinas

Brasilia

Asunción

MontevideoBuenos Aires

Santiago

La Paz

Puerto Argentino

Paraguay

ARGENTINA

CORRIENTES
Uruguay

Brazil

Bolivia

Chile

Islas Malvinas

Buenos Aires

Santa Fe

Entre Ríos
Córdoba

Santiago
del Estero

Jujuy

Salta

Catamarca

La Rioja

San Juan

San Luis

Mendoza

Neuquén

Río Negro

Chubut

Santa Cruz

Tierra
del Fuego

La Pampa

Tucumán Chaco

Corrientes

Misiones

Formosa

Puerto Argentino

Paraguay

ARGENTINA
Uruguay

STRATEGIC AND EXCEPTIONAL GEOPOLITICAL LOCATION
IN MERCOSUR

DIRECT ACCESS TO THE PARANÁ-URUGUAY WATERWAY

QUALIFIED HUMAN RESOURCES

ENERGY RESOURCES

INDUSTRIAL PARKS

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

STRATEGICALLY LOCATED IN THE BI-OCEANIC CORRIDOR
(BRASIL - ARGENTINA - URUGUAY - CHILE)
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The Province of Corrientes is located in the northeast of the Argentinian Republic, latitude 27° to 

30° and length 55° to 59°. It borders with three countries: to the east with Uruguay and Brazil and 

to the north with Paraguay and with four provinces: Misiones, Entre Ríos, Santa Fe and Chaco.  

The province covers a total surface of 88.886 km2.

Province of Corrientes. General characteristics

Geographic Location

Geography MAP OF PARANÁ-PARAGUAY WATERWAY

The Province of Corrientes, together with Entre 

Ríos and Misiones, form the Argentinian Me-

sopotamia and it widely integrates the NEA re-

gion. It is mostly a flat province, with the ex-

ception of the spot known as Tres Cerros (near 

La Cruz – San Martín department), on the east 

side of the province, where there are a small 

number of elevations such as Nazareno hill, 

with an elevation of 179 meters above the sea 

level; and on the northeast side of the province, 

in the border of the province of Misiones and 

next to San Carlos Village, where there are ele-

vations up to 229 meters above the sea level. 

In the northeast-centre of the province, we can 

find the Iberá Waterlands, a large reservoir of 

sweet water that is part of the Guaraní Aquifer. 

This landscape covers approximately a fourth 

of the province’s area.

The provincial territory has plenty of natural 

water resources that benefit the productive 

and economic activities. The province is almost 

completely limited by rivers. The main rivers in 

this province are the Paraná, Uruguay, Corrientes, 

Santa Lucía, Aguapey, Miriñay, Guayquiraró 

and Mocoretá rivers. 

These water bodies are increased by the Iberá 

waterlands, the subterranean waters from the 

Guaraní Aquifer and the innumerable artificial 

reservoirs created to satisfy the needs of the 

productive sector.

Water Resources

CÁCERES

DESCALVADO

BRASIL

BOLIVIA

CORUMBÁ
LADARIO

PUERTO BUSH

BAHÍA NEGRA

FUERTE OLIMPO

PORTO MURTINHO

VALLEMI

CONCEPCIÓN

ANTEQUERA

ROSARIO

ASUNCIÓN

VILLETA

VILLA HAYES

FORMOSA

RESISTENCIA

CORRIENTES

RECONQUISTA

BRASIL

SANTA FE

PARANÁ

ROSARIO

ZÁRATE

BUENOS AIRES

URUGUAY

NUEVA PALMIRA

COLONIA
MONTEVIDEO

ARGENTINA

PILAR

PUERTO LA VICTORIA

PARAGUAY

PORTO ESPERANCA
PORTO GREGORIO CURVO

Río Curupayty

Río Apá

Río Paraguay

Río Aquidabán

Río Yoaná

Río
Monte
Lindo

Río Negro

Río Pilcomayo

Río Bermejo

Río Paraná

Río Uruguay

Río Salado

Río Paraná

Río Uruguay

Río de la Plata
Océano Atlántico

Santa Fe

Entre Ríos
San Luis

Córdoba

Santiago
del Estero

Jujuy

Salta

Catamarca

La Rioja

San Juan

Mendoza

Tucumán
Chaco

Corrientes

Misiones

Formosa
Paraguay

Uruguay

Brasil

Chile

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
The province is divided in 25 departments where there are 71 minucipalities. The main cities are: Goya, Paso de los Libres, 
Curuzú Cuatiá, Mercedes, Gobernador Virasoro, Bella Vista, Monte Caseros, Santo Tomé and Esquina.

LOCATED
NEA (Argentinian North-East).

CLIMATE
Mainly subtropical weather with no dry season.

TEMPERATURE
Annual average 25°C.
Maximum up to 45°C (December- January).

FLOW REGIME
900mm to 1500mm annual.

POPULATION
1.092.000 inhabitants.

CAPITAL CITY
Corrientes. One of the most developed 
urban centers of the region.

TOTAL SURFACE
88.886 km2 
(3,1% of the Argentine mainland).

LANDSCAPE
Flatland mostly.
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Bi-oceanic Corridor
The Province of Corrientes is located in a privileged region in the Bi-ceanic Corridor that join 

the main urban and industrial centres of South America, between the city of Porto Alegre and 

Sao Paulo (Brazil) and the cities of Valparaíso and Coquimbo (Chile), passing through the main 

socio-productive centres in Argentina (Santa Fe, Córdoba, Entre Ríos).

Paraná - Paraguay Waterway
Corrientes has direct access to the Paraná-Paraguay waterway. This strategic international pro-

gramme of fluvial transport boosts the economies from Argentina, Paraguay, Bolivia, Brazil and 

Uruguay greatly reducing transport cost thanks to barge trains and shallow draft ships navigability 

through all its length. The waterway runs from north to south, from Puerto Cáceres in Mato Grosso, 

Brazil, to the Atlantic Ocean.

Energy Resources

MAP OF THE NETWORK AND ELECTRICITY TRANSFORMER STATIONS IN CORRIENTES

Nowadays, Corrientes has natural gas and will soon extend its network to the south of the Province, 

so together with Paso de los Libres, Curuzú Cuatiá, Monte Caseros and Mocoretá, these areas will 

be able to have this energy resource.

The Province of Corrientes has 3 transformer stations of 500/132 KV, each one with 300 MVA 

power and 18 transformer stations of 132/33/13,2KV each one with different powers distributed 

through all the province.

Nowadays, the power network in Corrientes territory counts with 1.477 km of lines of 132 KV in 

service, and around 550 km at a draft stage. The Strategic Energy plan of the province will be 

finished in 2017 with 25 transformer stations, 930 MVA in transformer capacity and 1.793 lines 

in 132 KV.

The energy demand in the province during 2015 was of 530 MW; while the internal offer was kept 

at 1.050 MVA.

Chile

Brasil

Paraguay

Bolivia

Uruguay

North Interoceanic Corridor - R. 12 y 16
Transversal Interoceanic Corridor - R. 34
Four Central Interoceanic Corridors
East Vertical Corridor - Mercosur Highway R. 14
North Vertical Corridor - R. 11
South Vertical Corridor - R. 3
Central Vertical Corridor - R. 35
Interoceanic Corridor of Patagonia - R. 22

Jujuy

Salta

Tucumán
Santiago
del Estero

Chaco

Formosa

Corrientes

Misiones

Catamarca

La Rioja

Córdoba

Santa Fe

Entre Ríos

Buenos Aires

RAWSON

BARILOCHE

ZAPALA

BAHÍA BLANCA

CIUDAD DE BS. AS.

SANTA ROSA

GUALEGUAYCHÚ

PARANÁ

PASO DE
LOS LIBRES

SANTO TOMÉCORRIENTES
RESISTENCIA

FORMOSA

POSADAS

ROSARIO

SANTA FE

COLÓN

NEUQUÉN

Neuquén

VIEDMA

San Juan

San Luis

La Pampa

Río Negro

Santa Cruz

Mendoza

IN SERVICE (132/33/13,2Kv)
ONGOING (132/33/13,2Kv)
IN PROJECT (132/33/13,2Kv)
IN SERVICE (500Kv)
YACYRETÁ HYDROELECTRIC CENTRAL
GARABÍ HYDROELECTRIC CENTRAL (IN PROJECT)

PASO DE LA PATRIA RINCON
SANTA
MARÍA

GARABÍ

MERCEDES

YACYRETA

Brugne

Piragú - Paso de la Patria

Corrientes

Bella Vista

Sta. Lucía
P. López

Stella
Maris

Goya

Goya
Oeste

Pucheta

Saladas

Esquina

Mercedes
DPEC

Curuzú
Cuatia

Sauce

Monte
Caseros

Sta. Rosa

S. Catalina

V. Virasoro

S. Tomé

La Cruz

Ita-Ibate

Paso de
los Libres

Corrientes Este
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Human Resource

THE FOLLOWING UNIVERSITIES WORK IN THE PROVINCE

AVAILABILITY OF SKILLED HUMAN RESOURCES, RECEPTIVE AND WILLING TO ACKNOWLEDGE 
ANY TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Qualified human resource availability, willing to acknowledge any technological change. 

According to the Statistic and Census Office of the province, the population grows to 1.092.000

inhabitants (51% women and 49% men), of which 79,4% is concentrated in urban centres (37,9% 

is settled in Corrientes City).  The incidence of population younger than 10 years is of 29%, only 

3% is aged 70 or over, while the 68% of the population is aged from 10 to 70 years old. 

Life expectancy is 70,55 years for men and 77,99 years for women, and the annual average population 

growth rate is of 0,71%.

Natural Areas
With the purpose of preserving the natural resources, the government has created a series of le-

gislative instruments to protect the patrimony of all the people living in Corrientes. There are three 

ecosystems protected by the law, and these are:

• THE IBERÁ WATERLANDS - NATURAL RESERVOIR

The Iberá wetlands are also considered the biggest of the country and one the most biologically 

diverse wetland in the planet. 

• MBURUCUYÁ NATIONAL PARK 

With a total surface of 17.660 hectares, this National Park is located in the northeast of the Province 

of Corrientes, in the Mburucuyá Department and belongs to the eco-region of the Iberá Waterlands.

• GUARANÍ AQUIFER SYSTEM

The aquifer develops in the territory of four South American countries, covering a total surface of 

1.190.00 km2, of which 225.00 are located in the Argentinian Republic and 840.000 km2 in Brazil, 

71.700 km2 in Paraguay and 58.500 km2 in Uruguay.

PUBLIC NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF
THE NORTHEAST- UNNE

CHARACTER UNIVERSITY

www.unne.edu.ar

WEB PAGE

ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM
ARTS, DESIGN AND CULTURE SCIENCES
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
ECONOMIC SCIENCES
NATURAL SCIENCES AND SURVEYING
VETERINARY SCIENCE
LAW AND SOCIAL AND POLITIC SCIENCES
HUMANITIES
MEDICINE
INGENEERING
DENTISTRY
CRIMINALISTIC AND CRIMINOLOGY SCIENCES INSTITUTE
REGIONAL MEDICINE INSTITUTE

SCHOOLS

NUMEROUS INSTITUTES OF SUPERIOR STUDIES AND NON-UNIVERSITY TRAINING COURSES WITH A GREAT NUMBER OF STUDENTS’ ASSISTANCE IN 
THE ENTIRE PROVINCE COMPLEMENT THE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL OFFER.

PRIVATE BARCELÓ FOUNDATION www.barcelo.edu.ar UNIVERSITY OF MEDICINE

PRIVATE UNIVERSITY OF  CUENCA
DEL PLATA

www.ucp.edu.ar INGENEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
BUSINESS SCIENCES
POLITIC SCIENCES
PSICOLOGY, EDUCATION AND HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS
ART, DESIGN AND COMMUNICATION

PRIVATE SEMPER SUPERIOR INSTITUTE
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF  SALTA
FASTA UNIVERSITY

www.institutosemper.net MARKETING
HYGIENE AND SAFETY AT WORK
TOURISM
ADMINISTRATION AND ENTERPRISES
LAW
ACCOUNTANCY 
HUMAN RESOURCES
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
OTHERS - ON-SITE OR BY DISTANCE EDUCATION

IBERÁ WATERLANDS - Mercedes, Corrientes
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Corrientes

Paso de los
Libres

Monte Caseros

Santa Rosa

Mercedes

Virasoro

La Cruz

Goya

Juan Pujol

Ituzaingó

Mocoretá

CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIAL PARKS
PROJECTED OR UNDER CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIAL PARKS
PIPELINE
EXISTING PIPELINE
PROJECTED PIPELINE

Industrial Parks
With a strong industrialization imprint of local productive chains, the Ministry of Industry of 

Corrientes has been creating industrial parks in the provincial territory with a double aim; the 

regional social-economic development.

CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIAL PARKS:

PROJECTED OR UNDER CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIAL PARKS AND AREAS:

More Information: www.industriacorrientes.gob.ar

SANTA ROSA INDUSTRIAL PARK: Concentrates enterprises dedicated to the forest industry.

MERCEDES INDUSTRIAL PARK: Concentrates agrifood industries.

GOYA ECONOMIC ZONE: Concentrates di�erent productive enterprises.

MOCORETÁ INDUSTRIAL PARK: For di�erent productive enterprises.

CORRIENTES CAPITAL TECHNOLOGICAL PARK

PASO DE LOS LIBRES INDUSTRIAL PARK

JUAN PUJOL INDUSTRIAL PARK

LA CRUZ INDUSTRIAL ZONE

MONTE CASEROS INDUSTRIAL ZONE

VIRASORO INDUSTRIAL ZONE

ITUZAINGÓ INDUSTRAL PARK

Consolidated Industrial Parks
SANTA ROSA FOREST INDUSTRIAL PARK

Services provided by the park:

• 1°FOREST INDUSTRIAL PARK AT A NATIONAL LEVEL

• 35 hectares enabled for the industrial establishment

• Energy supply in 33kv. In double ternary for sub-station supply of 5M

• 3.000 mts. of drinking water supply with a 150m3 capacity tank

• Reinforced concrete roads and gutters distribution.

• 4.500 lineal meters of storm-water effluent

• Safety box and weighing scales for trucks

• 3.600 lineal metres of perimeter fence.

MERCEDES INDUSTRIAL PARK

Services provided by the park:

• Electricity: Double ternary power lines for supplying a transformer sub-station in 5M and for 

internal distribution in 13.2 Kv.

• Light system

• Drinking water distribution

• Effluent treatment plant

• Perimeter fence.

Location: 
National Route n° 118, km 69

Type of industry: 
Forest Industrial

Potential: 90 industries
Industries: 1 installed industry, 
10 under �lling process

Contact: Ing. Daniel F. Badessich
Tel: +54 03782 - 422019 / 154399596
E-mail: dbforestal@yahoo.com.ar

Surface: 80 hectares

Santa Rosa

Location: 
Intersection of National Routes
N°123 and 119

Type of industry: 
Food - Manufacturing - 
Metalmechanic

Potential: 30 industries
Industries: 2 installed, 5 under 
�lling process

Contact: Alfredo Almendares
Tel: +54 03773 15401280
E-mail: alfredoalmendares@gmail.com

Surface: 49 hectares

Mercedes
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Government Support
The Provincial government has a professional team in charge of meeting the investor’s needs 

with free personal assessment through the complete investment process: from the project eva-

luation stage to its execution, operation or business expansion.  

The team will provide assessment as regards financial tools for new or already existent entre-

preneurships, in the search of new available financial lines, assessment to investment project 

elaboration to access credit lines, legal and fiscal framework to investment, necessary formalities 

for operating in the province, local economic analysis, among other tools.

The team collaborates in the connection of the stakeholders with national, provincial and mu-

nicipal public dependencies, with competence in investment activities and in the intermediary 

institutions management (commerce chambers, business association and professional advice).

GOVERNMENTAL AREAS LINKED TO THE INVESTOR:

• Undersecretary of Industry and Investment Promotion.

Ministry of Industry, Work and Commerce

Undersecretary Assistant of Industry and Investment Promotion 

Lic. Juan Pablo Gómez de la Fuente

Tel/Fax +54 379  4474051

e-mail: invertirencorrientes@corrientes.gov.ar

www.industriacorrientes.gob.ar

• Undersecretary of Coordination and Institutional Planning.

Ministry of Coordination and Planning

Secretary Assistant of Planning

Lic. Sebastián Slobayen

Tel/Fax +54 379 4475427 / 4475410

e-mail: planeamiento@corrientes.gov.ar

www.planeamiento.corrientes.gov.ar

• Secretary of Added Value and Agricultural Competitiveness.

Ministry of Production

Secretary Assistant of Added Value and Agricultural Competitiveness

Lic. Jesús Leguiza

Tel/Fax +54 379 4476047

e-mail: jleguiza@corrientes.gov.ar

www.mptt.gov.ar

INDUSTRIAL PARK, LOGISTIC AND SERVICE FOR GOYA INDUSTRY

Services provided by the park:

• Olympic Perimeter fence

• Access door

• Electric Power and Public Illumination

• Drinking water supply

• Storm-water and sewage drainage 

• Technical and specialized assessment for industrial installation.

MOCORETÁ INDUSTRIAL PARK

Services provided by the park:

• Olympic Perimeter Fence

• Access door, safety box and weighting scale for trucks

• Electric Power and Public Illumination

• Drinking water supply

• Storm-water and sewage drainage 

• Waste Treatment

• Technical and specialized assessment for industrial installation.

Location: Neustadt Avenue and 
National Route Nº 12

Type of industry: 
Metal-mechanic - Food - Forest Industry -
Renewable energy - Construction -
Manufacturing - Transport Services

Potential: 60 industries
IIndustries: 20 installed, 
20 under �lling process

Contact: Lic. Guillermo R. Quintana
Tel: +54 03777 432 798 / 03777 15698427
E-mail: gerencia@agenpro.org.ar

Surface: 81 hectares

Goya

Location: 
National Route N°14, Km 347

Type of industry: 
Food - Forest Industry - 
Manufacturing - Metal-mechanic

Potential: 40 industries
Industries: 2 installed,
5 under �lling process

Contacto: Lic. Mauro Mecozzi
Tel: +54 03772- 422175 / 0379 154658557
E-mail: parqueindustrialmocoreta@gmail.com

Surface: 24 hectares (1º stage)
+ 40 hectares (2º stage)

Mocoretá
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26. Productive Corrientes
26. Characteristics of the Provincial Economy
27. Strategic Production Chains
28. Main Characteristics of the Diverse Productive Sectors 
of Corrientes 

28. Forest Industrial Sector
31. Rice Sector
33. Citrus Sector
36. Livestock Sector
38. Tourism Sector
40. Horticulture Sector
41. Yerba Mate Sector
42. Tobacco Sector
42. Beekiping Sector
43. Ovine Sector
43. Porcine Sector
43. Software Sector
44. Textile Wool Sector
44. Aquaculture Sector
44. Floriculture Sector
45. Textile Cotton Sector
45. Bubaline Sector

Corrientes o�ers many di�erent investment opportunities 
in strategic sectors which have the support and technical 
assessment for the attraction and establishment of investors. 
In this chapter, opportunities for investment are o�ered.

PRODUCTIVE SECTORS OF CORRIENTES
(Rice, Citrus, Forest, Horticulture and Livestock)

PRODUCTIVE PROFILE
OF CORRIENTES
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Productive Corrientes
Characteristics of the Provincial Economy
The Geographical Gross Product (GGP) of the province has a solid platform in the Services Sector 

(64%), emphasizing activities such as the Real Estate Investments and Entrepreneurial Services. 

The Goods Sector represents 36% of the GGP, in which the manufacturing industrial activity 

represents 39%.

GEOGRAPHICAL GROSS PRODUCT OF THE PROVINCE OF CORRIENTES
At prices of the year 1993, according to the branch of activity, in thousands of pesos 
(Argentinian currency).Period 2010/2014

Source: Direction of Statistics and Census. *Estimates

TOTAL 20.289.227 22.192.164 22.909.383 24.250.227 25.063.996

GOODS 7.330.590 7.980.710 7.900.802 8.488.068 9.145.495

SERVICES 12.958.637 14.211.455 15.008.581 15.762.160 15.918.501

2010SECTOR 2011 2012 2013*  2014*

PRIMARY SECTOR 2.218.342           2.331.155                2.095.542                2.191.099    2.076.678   

AGRICULTURE 897.479          1.009.441                  862.220                    985.185    853.448   

CATTLE RAISING 674.114            653.773                  665.683                    682.179    687.030   

SILVICULTURE 537.556            544.344                  446.970                    394.021    396.600   

REST 109.193            123.597                   120.669                   129.714    139.600   

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 2.606.258          2.872.267                  3.130.915                3.244.261    3.563.486   

ELECTRICITY, GAS AND WATER 1.148.657          1.231.448                1.162.348                 1.180.199    1.236.073   

CONSTRUCTION 1.357.334           1.545.840               1.511.997                 1.872.508    2.269.258   

COMMERCE, HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS 2.486.260           2.807.999                2.865.488                 2.990.257    2.899.714

TRANSPORT, COMUNICATIONS AND FINANTIAL INTERMEDIATION 1.816.203            2.066.983                2.254.472                2.492.267    2.609.041

REAL-STATE AND BUSINESS SERVICES 3.566.926           3.721.462                3.812.455                3.930.527    4.047.486   

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, DEFENSE AND SOCIAL SECURITY 1.296.764          1.368.858                  1.426.353                1.492.252    1.549.027

TEACHING  1.246.030            1.274.581                 1.270.827                1.339.438     1.356.510

SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 930.464          1.004.154                 1.128.390                1.079.014                 1.098.395

COMMUNITY, SOCIAL AND PERSONAL SERVICES  1.363.544           1.710.567                 1.991.223                 2.176.568     2.093.244

PRIVATE HOME SERVICES HIRING DOMESTIC SERVICES 252.447           256.852                  259.374                    261.837    265.082

Strategic Production Chains
Corrientes presents a series of natural conditions very favourable for the development of a varied 

range of agricultural, forest, cattle raising and tourist activities among other branches and their 

own industrialization. 

The productive structure from Corrientes has a strong basis on the agricultural, cattle raising and 

forest activities as well as in the industrialization of primary products,  highlighting the  wood 

transformation, the citric, rice and tobacco leaves’ processing, the yerba mate and tea grinding 

and the production of cotton yarns and fabrics, among others.

The productive diversity of the province includes forestation, rice cultivation, bovine and ovine 

cattle raising, field and under plastic cover horticulture, cotton, tobacco, yerba mate and tea, 

soya cultivation plus the growing development of the tourism sector and potential non-traditional 

exploitations as apiculture, aquaculture, buffalo breeding, TICs development and cultural goods 

among others.

Tourism generates genuine resources and work in Corrientes. The main attractions are The Iberá 

Waterlands, the National Feasts, the Catch and Release fishing tournaments, the Paraná and Uruguay 

river beaches, the carnivals and the Chamamé National feast.

Concerning the exports of products from Corrientes to the rest of the world, during the year 

2014, 232,8 million dollars were sold to 91 foreign countries for a total of approximately 328,1 

thousand tonnes. A group of 5 countries concentrated the 59,3% of the shipments. Amongst the 

main destinations are Iraq (20%), Brazil (15%), The United States (11%), Russia (7%) and Chile. The 

main exported products were: rice (50,8%), citric fruits (21,9), woods (10,9%), cotton yarns and 

fabrics (5,7%) and yerba mate and tea (3,7%).

FOREST INDUSTRY 

RICE INDUSTRY

CITRIC INDUSTRY

TEXTILE INDUSTRY

WOOL INDUSTRY

TOURISM

PORT

BRIDGE

AIRPORT

PINE 

RICE

ORANGE

COW 

SHEEP

HONEY

VEGETABLES

TOBACCO

YERBA MATE

AQUICULTURE

SOFTWARE

FLORICULTURE
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Main Characteristics of the Diverse Productive Sectors of 
Corrientes 

1° PROVINCE WITH LARGER FORESTED AREA
1° FORESTED INDUSTRIAL PARK OF ARGENTINA

Corrientes is the province with the greater forested surface in the country, 

and that has shown the strongest pace of expansion in the last few years. This 

is due to the high rate of growth of the species implanted, and also to the soil 

and climate characteristics amongst others, which make Corrientes a strategic 

province with the greatest potential for the forest industrial development. 

These features translate into:

• Average grow of 35m3 ha/year of the forest species (above the world average);

• Flat Topography that facilitates soil tillage;

• 60% of the forest surface under management certification standards;

• 4 million hectares with forestry possibility;

• Possibility to be complemented with the livestock activity;

• Availability of quality forest services;.   

• Institutionalization of the Industrial sector (Public - private).

The annual high volume growth rate of the implanted species is about 40m3/

hectare, higher than the global average. 

According to the 2015 Forest Census, Corrientes currently has 500.000 hectares 

of implanted forests. 71% corresponds to the genus Pinus, 28% Eucalyptus 

and the remaining (1%) to other species. The annual production of rolls is of 

9.000.000 tonnes approximately, where only 3.6 million tonnes are absorbed 

by the local and regional industrial structure. In 2015, Corrientes has opened 

the first Industrial Park destined to the Wood Industry establishment and related 

services, in Santa Rosa locality, being unique at a national level. 

The forest industry sector has an important strategic plan (PEFIC) consolidated 

with the active involvement of the private sector since 2012 which has become 

a public-private partnership, ensuring the compliance of the defined strategies. 

An important tool available to the Forest Industry Strategic Plan, the result of 

the provincial, private and intermediate institutions working together.

Exports:
Export value: 25,4 million dollars (year2014)

Export volume: 25.242 tonnes

Main products: pine moulding (80%), pine sawn timber (4%), slatted boards and pellets.

Destinations: the USA, China, Canada, Italy.

FOREST
INDUSTRIAL

SECTOR

Investment opportunities:
• MDF Board manufacturing plant 

• Model sawmill plants with artificial drying and remanufacturing chain (compensated 

boards/ slatted boards, mouldings).

• Multilaminated Boards Industry (Compensated Boards)

• Furniture industry with brand development and I&D.

• Pellet and briquettes plant based on Wood Industry waste. 

• In large projects as cellulose plants, Kraft paper, and energy generation by forest 

biomass.

Financial and technical tools:
• Act Nº 5.470 Investment Promotion System Regulation

• Fiscal Stability and Provincial Tax Exemptions

• Act Nº 5.683 Investment Fund for Corrientes Development - FIDECOR

• Act Nº 5.684 Industry Development Trust fund - FODIN.

• Act Nº 6.051 Fund for Industrial Parks - FOPIN

• Financial Resources through CFI (Investment Federal Council)

• Technical Assistance and Follow Up: Entrepreneurship Development Institute (IFE) 

and Secretary of Industry and Investment Promotion (SIPI)

• Act Nº 5.890 Adhesion to the National Act No 26.432, Act Extension Nº 25.080 - Forest 

Investments Promotion System Regulation

• Act N ° 5.550 Forestry Entrepreneurship System Regulation

Investment areas:

COGENERATION PLANT
Economic unit: Cogeneration plant by biomass fuel

Generation capacity: 11MW/h (10 available for sale)

Raw material consumption: 700 tonnes of biomass a day

Favourable zones for investment:
Concepción Department (Central zone of the Province) 

Santo Tome Department (North East zone of the Province)

Estimated investment:
Civil Work: U$S 2.240.000

Electro mechanic facilities and Services: USD 14.100.000

Labour for installation and assembly: USD 3.660.000

Total of fixed capital investment: USD 20.000.000

Capital of labour first year: USD 4.800.000
 
Relevant variables:
Annual average income: USD 5.636.800

Annual costs:
Salaries and wages: USD 830.000

Operating cost: USD 240.000

Maintenance: (1,5% of the investment) USD 370.000

Biomass cost: (USD 20 per tonne EXW) USD 3.360.000

Financial analysis:
Selling price: USD 118 el MW (National Act Nº 27.191) 

Return on sales:  13%

Investment recovery: 3.5 years
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Necessary human resources:
Number of Operators: 30

Annual Cost: USD 830.000

BRIQUETTES PRODUCTION/PINE WOOD PELLETS
Production based on sawmill by-products.

Favourable zones for investment:
The plant must be located in an area not exceeding 60 km 

away from the biomass sources of supply. 

Forest Industry Poles or Forest Areas.

Estimated initial investment:

Necessary human resources:

Relevant variables:

Costs:

Necessary authorisations:
Municipal environmental office authorisation (it requires a report on environmental 

impact) Environmental Impact Report approved by ICAA.

Tax treatment:
Tax on Minimum Presumptive Income.

Registration as an employer.

Gross income tax (an exemption may be requested).

Responsible IVA new recruit (an export refund may be requested).

Comments:
The international demands have a growth tendency according to studies conducted 

by INTI, although pellet is produced in Europe, consumption surpasses production.  

As regards genetic production, actually the country spends more than USD 130 billion 

in fossil fuel export for energy generation. On this basis, public policies have started 

to search for self-supply of energy at a national level.

Corrientes, though 1.5 million tonnes of forest industrial waste (4.5 million in case all 

forest production is utilised) and its strategic location in the heart of Mercosur, positions 

itself as a preferential province as far as energy generation by biomass.

CIVIL WORK

EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY

TOTAL OF FIXED CAPITAL INVESTMENT

FIRST YEAR LABOUR CAPITAL

USD 100.000

USD 250.000

USD 350.000

USD 42.000

NUMBER OF STAFF

ANNUAL COST

9 OPERATORS

USD 88.000

PRODUCTION VOLUME

UNIT SELLING PRICE

600 TN/MONTH

USD 60/TN

RAW MATERIAL

LABOUR

FUEL

ENERGY

USD 21.000

USD 88.000

USD 43.000

USD 9.700

PACKAGING

TOTAL

USD 40.000

USD 201.700

1° PRODUCER AND EXPORTER PROVINCE 
PROVINCE WITH LARGER SOWN AREA

Corrientes is the main rice producer province of Argentina, with an annual 

production of 670.000 tonnes. The average yield per hectare is 7.000 Kg, placing 

the province among the higher yield zones at an international level. 

In the 2014/2015 campaign, the sown area reached 100.000 hectares and the 

harvested area reached 97.000 hectares. Although rice is cultivated throughout 

the whole province, the main rice basins are in Mercedes, Curuzú Cuatiá, Paso 

de los Libres, Alvear and San Martín departments. 

This sector has a very important development potential because the province 

has 2.000.000 hectares  suitable for cultivation, river basins, high degree in 

technological development, applied genetics, good practice manual, govern-

ment support, professional human resources in all the productive areas and 

export markets. The rice sector industry has a drying capacity of 1.303.800 

tonnes, a storage capacity of 629.442 and an elaboration capacity of 735.000 

tonnes. 

The greater part of the production is destined to exports. Nationally, the total 

rice exports reached  275,6 million dollars (513.300 tonnes), of which the 

Province of Corrientes represented 42,9% and Entre Ríos 35,9%.

Foreign trade of the sector:
Export Value: 118,4 million dollars (year 2014)

Export Volume: 220.486 tonnes

Main Products: white rice (70%), broken and husked rice and paddy rice

Destinations: Iraq, Brazil, Venezuela, Bolivia and others

Investment opportunities:
• Industrial plants directed towards obtaining differentiated products: parboiled rice, 

pre-cooked rice, rice flour, alcohol and rice vinegar. Development and market for the-

se mass-market products

Financial and technical tools:
• Act Nº 5.470 Investment Promotion System Regulation.

• Fiscal Stability and Provincial Tax Exemptions.

• Act Nº 5.683 Investment Fund for Corrientes Development - FIDECOR

• Act Nº 5.684 Industry Development Trust fund - FODIN

• Act N° 6.051 Fund for Industrial Parks - FOPIN

• Financial Resources through CFI (Investment Federal Council).

• Technical Assistance and Follow Up: Entrepreneurship Development Institute (IFE) 

and Secretary of Industry and Investment Promotion (SIPI)

RICE
SECTOR
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Investment areas:

RICE CULTIVATION

Estimated Initial Investment:
Mercedes, Curuzú Cuatiá, Paso de los Libres, Sauce, San Martín,

Alvear, Santo Tomé and Ituzaingó.

Estimated initial investment:

Necessary human resources:

Potential demand:
• 2015 Annual Production: 474 million tonnes of elaborated rice (715 million tonnes 

of paddy rice) 

• 2015 International Marketing: 35 million tonnes of elaborated rice.

• Annual consumption average per capita: 57 Kg of elaborated rice. 

• Consumption average in Argentina: 7,1 kg of white rice.

Relevant variables:

Results                                  

Necessary authorisations:
National Health Registration of the Farming Production.

PRODUCTION SURFACE

FIXED CAPITAL INVESTMENT

FIRST YEAR WORK CAPITAL/ PRODUCTION CIRCLE

1.000 HECTARES (HAS)

USD 121.600

USD 923.000

AVERAGE YIELD PER HECTARE

AVERAGE UNIT SALES PRICE

AVERAGE INCOME PRODUCTIVE CYCLE (1000 HAS)

PRODUCTION COSTS

7 TONNES / HAS

USD/TN: USD 280

USD 1.960.000

USD 1.795.000

VARIABLES USD 1.646.000

IMPLEMENTATION (TILLAGE, PLANTING AND SEED)

IRRIGATION 

FERTILIZATION

PROTECTION

USD 340.000

USD 186.000

USD 255.000

USD 90.700

FREIGHT TO DRYER USD 104.000

AMORTIZATIONS USD 65.000

TOTAL COSTS USD 1.800.000

DRYING

LEASING

HARVEST AND CARRYING

FIXED

USD 148.515

USD 321.100

USD 200.700

USD 148.10

STRUCTURE USD 83.000

TOTAL INCOME (7.000 KGS/HA)

TOTAL COSTS

GROSS INCOME

USD 1.874

USD 1.795

USD 79

USD 1.874.000

PER HECTARE PER 1000 HAS

USD 1.795.000

USD 79.000

CITRUS
SECTOR

3° EXPORTER PROVINCE
3° CITRUS PRODUCTION IN ARGENTINA

The province of Corrientes has approximately 30 thousands hectares destined 

to citrus production, principally located in two regions: Monte Caseros basin 

(62%) and Bella Vista basin (28%). In this region, 90% of the citrus production 

of the province concentrates and also there is a large number of citrus processing 

enterprises, fresh fruits packaging establishments for internal market and 

export and concentrated, cremogenated and derivatives juice factories. 

Nowadays the citrus activity is in a process of technological renovation, the 

gap between the available and the applied technology has reduced itself 

thanks to the different financial and technological tools applied to the sector. 

There is a high quality standard in this sector, due to the requirement of the 

local and international buyers. The raising awareness regarding the appro-

priate care for the environment, the implementation of the agricultural good 

practice handbook, the implementation of quality certification systems, and 

the control of the provincial and national sanitary organisms carry out 

excellence-based management.

Foreign trade of the sector:
Export Value: 51 million dollars (year2014).

Export Volume: 69.373 tonnes.

Main products: tangerines (58,2%), lemons (28,6%), oranges and tangerines.

Destinations: Russia (31%), Spain and The Netherlands.

Investment opportunities:
• Condensed and derivative juices industries, in the citrus production centres of the 

province.  

• Packing Factories for internal market and for export.

• Irrigation system and quality certifications internationally recognised. 

• Cultivable soils for new citrus crops: 600.000 hectares.

• Renovation of the variety according to the international demand.

Financial and technical tools:
• Act Nº 5.470 Investment Promotion System Regulation. 

• Fiscal Stability and Provincial Tax Exemptions.

• Act Nº 5.683 Investment Fund for Corrientes Development - FIDECOR.

• Act Nº 5.684 Industry Development Trustfund - FODIN.

• Act Nº 6.051 Fund for Industrial Parks (FOPIN).

• Financial Resources through the Investment Federal Council (CFI)

• Technical Assistance and Follow Up: Entrepreneurship Development Institute (IFE) 

and Secretary of Industry and Investment Promotion (SIPI).

• Health programmes fruit fly, HLB, Citrus Fruits Certification for the European Union 

and the Philippines, Citrus Nursery Renovation.

STUFF

A TECHNICAL ADVISOR

A FOREMAN

TEN WATER CARRIERS

Salary Scale

USD 2.070

USD 1.085

USD 885

CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION USD 3.040

(per month including social contributions)
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Investment areas:

VALENCIA LATE ORANGE FARMING

Favourable investment zones:
Dpto. Saladas, Bella Vista, Concepción, San Roque, Lavalle 

and Monte Caseros.

Estimated initial investment:

Land cost/leasing:

Necessary human resource:

Other costs:
Energía: 5000 KW (USD 0,04 x KW tarifa especial para riego).

Production capacity:
Capacidad evaluada: 60 has - 48 has cultivadas.

Potential demand:
Es una variedad atractiva tanto para el mercado externo como para el interno.

Relevant variables :

Necessary special authorisations :
National Health Registration of the Farming Production.

Tax treatment:
Gross Income Tax Perception: exempt (except rents not applied to final consumer).

Current incentives :
Trust fund for Citrus Irrigation.

Various Health Programmes .

Comments:
Technical assistance availability through the Agricultural Extension Agency of the 

National Institute of Agricultural Technology (INTA) settled in the área.

FACTORY OF CONCENTRATED AND FROZEN CITRUS JUICES 

Favorable zones for investment:
Saladas, Bella Vista, Concepción, San Roque, Lavalle

and Monte Caseros.

IMPLEMENTATION COST (EN USD)

EQUIPMENT (USD)

DRIP IRRIGATION (USD PARA 48 HAS.)

USD 46.000

USD 72.000

USD 221.768

USD 103.768

COST USD 3000/HA.

PRODUCTIVE CYCLE WAGES (10 MONTHS)

COST PER HECTARE IN FULL PRODUCTION (USD)

UNITARY COST

USD 70,00

PRODUCTION VOLUME

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

BOXES 25 KGS

2.000

5.000

16.000

YEAR 6 30.000

YEAR 7 40.000

EXPECTED PROFIT

USD 4.800

USD 120.000

USD 384.000

USD 720.000

USD 960.000

Estimated initial inversion: 

Products resulting from the process: 

Cost of processed fruit production per tonne:

Incomes and unit costs of the project:

Cost of processed fruit marketing per tonne:

Fixed expenses:

Necessary authorizations :
RENSPA - RNE - RNPA

Current incentives: Investment Promotion System Regulation (Act Nº 5.470). Fiscal 

Stability and Provincial Tax Exemptions.

ECONOMIC UNIT 600 M2.

FURNITURE

MACHINERY

VEHICLES

USD 150.000

USD 1.135.000

USD 70.000

FACILITIES USD 445.000

TOTAL OF INVESTMENT IN FIXED CAPITAL USD 1.800.000

WORK CAPITAL OF THE FIRST YEAR/PRODUCTIVE CYCLE USD 145.000

CURRENT EXPORT PRICES, PER TONNE

CONCENTRATED ORANGE JUICE

CONCENTRATED TANGERINE JUICE

ORANGE OLIVE

USD 1.600

USD 1.000

USD 4.000 to 8.000

TANGERINE OLIVE USD 8.000 to 15.000

1.1. Fresh fruit

1.2. Drums and bags

1.3. Other imputs

USD 50,60

1. RAW MATERIAL USD 62,63

USD 7,21

USD 4,82

2. LABOUR USD 21,06

COST OF TOTAL PRODUCTION USD 101,60

3.1. Firewood

3.2. Amortizations

3.3. Mainntenance

USD 1,39

3. MANUFACTURING EXPENSES USD 17,91

USD 8,37

USD 2,64

3.4. Others (energy, salary of the person in charge, etc.) USD 5,51

Income from sale of juice per tonne of PROCESSED fruit

Income from sales of oil per tonne of PROCESSED fruit

Total income per tonne of PROCESSED fruit

USD 146

USD 22

USD 168

OUTLINE

SALES INCOME

COST OF PRODUCTION

COST OF MARKETING

USD 168,28

USD (101,6)

USD (11,78)

OPERATING MARGIN of processed fruit per tonne USD 54,9

OPERATING MARGIN (%) 32,63 %

1. Commercial Fixed Expense

2. Administration Expense

3. Bank Debit and Credit Tax

USD (3,36)

USD (4,89)

USD (2,02)

TOTAL FIXED EXPENSES USD (10,27)

NET MARGIN per processed fruit tonne USD  44,63
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3º PROVINCE WITH BREEDER STOCK
PASTURE PRODUCTION SYSTEM WITHOUT THE USE OF ANABOLICS

The livestock activity extends itself though the whole provincial territory 

occupying 6 million hectares. Corrientes Province has a livestock of 5.143.498 

animal heads (year 2014), what means 10% of the national inventory. This fact 

puts us in the third place with more livestock from the country. 

From that total, 2.334.808 (45%) correspond to cows category, establishing a 

predominance in the provincial cattle breeding. 

The livestock production from Corrientes ascends to 1.136.555 calves, 374.184 

young steers, 324.127 steers, 852.852 female bovines, 118.376 bulls, 2.425 

young bulls y 171 oxen.  The sector is equipped with an important productive 

Know How and livestock activities skilled workforce.

The provinces of Entre Ríos, Santa Fe, Córdoba and Buenos Aires represent 

the main wintering  and animal slaughtering destinations that comes from 

the province, due to its better conditions for the grain yielding, which allows 

the livestock growth and fattening  and also the frigorific plants with federal 

transit and export.

The province offers suitable natural resources, soils, enough water to maintain 

the productive systems based on pasture extensive feeding and to obtain 

meat products without the use of anabolic. Likewise, there is a possibility of 

implementing strategies for product differentiation, promoting the production 

using pastures of less cholesterol level, a particular characteristic of this type 

of meat, trying to fatten the production in the province and avoiding the 

selling to other provinces for this fattening process.  

In the last few years there has been a significant trend, basically in the 

south-centre of the province, of an increment of the agricultural activity with 

crops rotation, pastures and livestock, oriented to a higher level of food 

generation destined to animal consumption, slowly transforming itself into 

the region with the highest potential of completing cycles in the province.

Investment opportunities:
• Refrigerator Establishment for cattle oriented to internal consumption and export.

• Improve and Increase the Kgs of meat produced per hectare through genetics, cattle 

breeding and raising with the appropriate feeding systems.

• Balanced Food Elaboration Plant destined to different cattle category based on grains 

produced in the region

• Improve the natural patterns, implementing irrigation systems on implanted pastures 

and optimizing the field receptivity. 

• Availability of suitable natural resources to maintain the productive systems based 

on pasture extensive feeding and to obtain meat products without the use of anabolic. 

The system is based on implanted pastures with the tendency of introducing irrigation 

in such pastures and crops.

 

LIVESTOCK
SECTOR

Technical and financial tools:
• Act Nº 5.470 Investment Promotion System Regulation. 

• Fiscal Stability and Provincial Tax Exemptions.

• Act Nº 5.683 Investment Fund for Corrientes Development- FIDECOR.

• Act Nº 5.684 Industry Development Trust fund – FODIN.

• Act Nº 6.051 Fund for Industrial Parks (FOPIN).

• Financial Resources through the Investment Federal Council (CFI).

• Livestock Financing Plan at 0 rate during 180 days, for pasture sowing supplies and 

winter grass pastures.

• Supplies Financing at 0 rate during 180 days for grain sowing (sorghum, corn) destined 

to animal consumption.  

• Supplies Financing at 0 rate during 180 days, natural field fertilization. 

• Financing at 0 rate during 180 days of balanced feed, weaning, early weaning and rearing.

• Financing term for 3 years, Aguadas Plan through Banco Provincia with at a subsidized 

rate by the Provincial Livestock Plan.

• Technical assessment and training in the use of new technologies of process. 

• Other plans for the sector: water plan, Aguadas Plan and livestock auction plan.

Investment areas:
BOVINE REFRIGERATOR CLASS A
Meat Industry. Refrigerator Establishment of slaughtering

capacity of 170 heads. 

Favourable investment zones:
The plant is located in Lavalle city region. Because of its closeness to the future 

multi-purpose port, influential zone of greatest concentration of cattle breeding in 

the province (centre south of the province) and in NEA centres of consumptions. 

(Corrientes, Entre Ríos, Chaco and Formosa Provinces).

Estimated initial investment:

Relevant variables :

Financial analysis:
Selling Price: 

• Internal Market Cutting: AR$ 27.000 each tonne of half carcass cutting.

• Export Cutting: USD16.000 each tonne of Hilton Quota and USD 7.000 frozen cuttings 

and fresh extra-Hilton.

Cost of live animal in the field:

• Steer AR$15,46 (each kg steer with transportation up to 200km)

• Cow AR$ 11,56 (each kg)

Return on Sales: 6%

Recovery of Investment: 10 years

CIVIL WORK AND FACILITIES

EQUIPMENT

TOTAL OF INVESTMENT IN FIXED CAPITAL

USD 4.000.000

USD 2.000.000

USD 6.000.000

WORK CAPITAL PER YEAR USD 3.000.000

MEAT SELLING FOR DOMESTIC MARKET

OFFAL AND LEATHER SELLING

ANNUAL AVERAGE INCOME

USD 50.700.000

USD 1.300.000

USD 52.000.000
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TOURISM
SECTOR

Necessary human resources:
Number of workers: 40.

Current Incentives:
Act Nº 5.470 Investment Promotion System Regulation. Fiscal Stability and Provincial 

Tax Exemptions.

THE IBERÁ WATERLANDS, ECOTOURISM, RURAL TOURISM
SPORT FISHING, BEACHES, CARNIVAL AND CHAMAMÉ

Corrientes has essential natural attributes, which make it a province yet to be 

discovered.   

One of the biggest marshes of América, The Iberá Waterlands are also found 

in Corrientes, together with rich ecosystems, which are part of the province 

as well, they represents the most exceptional biological area of Argentina and 

South America. An authentic shelter where the flora and fauna are preserved 

in its natural estate. 

The folkloric, religious and cultural manifestations, as a result of centuries of 

history, have captured in their different localities an immense historic, cultural, 

religious and architectural heritage that identify the province.

The Province of Corrientes is one of the best destinations for sport fishing, 

chosen by fishermen from all around the world, that travel to this land to live 

the experience of Dorado fishing, also known as “Tigre del Paraná”. Different 

methods of catch, clearly increasing the “Fly Fishing” or fishing with fly.  

In January and February, together with the beaches and the chamamé, the 

carnivals are celebrated in the main cities of Corrientes, which has its greatest 

bastion at the “Nolo Alías” Corsódromo where the main carnival is celebrated. 

The rivers and some lagoons provide numerous beaches, as well as summer 

resorts that offer all those services which make it a more comfortable place to 

stay. The main beaches are found in the city of Corrientes, Bella Vista, Esquina, 

Itá Ibaté, Ituzaingó, Monte Caseros and Paso de la Patria.

Lastly, but not less important, is the Chamamé feast, indisputably the main 

representation of dancing and music from Corrientes, event that takes place 

in January bringing together the “chamamecero” world from Mercosur during 

10 nights exclusively to enjoy the music.

Investment opportunities:
The key feasible services for investment are those which underpins the arrival, the 

permanence, the tourism activities practice and the visitor transfer: 

Transportation: internal transfers (minibuses, car rental, transfer vehicles, etc.)

Accommodation: hotels, apart-hotels, inns, cabins, bed &breakfast, camping, lodges, 

hostel, farms, boutique hotel, etc.

Receptive Tourism Agencies: local tourist packages for marketing and promotion of 

the province before national and international wholesale tour operators.

Gastronomy: Restaurants, “pulperías” with typical food and homemade preserves, 

restaurants with folk entertainment, handmade manufacture of preserves, “alfajores”, 

pickling brine, etc. 

Tourism facilities: quays, paths, observation decks, bird observatories, boat launching 

and storing, etc.

Human resources and activities: multilingual tourist guides, fly cast instructors, diving, 

photographic safari, hiking, canoeing and bird observation, bilingual hotel staff, etc. 

Investment area:

CONSTRUCTION OF A HOTEL OF 80 ROOMS
Hotel with water resources availability.

Favourable investment zones:
Localities and strategic places along the Paraná River and Iberá 

waterlands areas.

Estimated initial investment:

Necessary human resources:

Potential demand:

Relevant variables:

Necessary special facilities:
High Viewpoints, Lookouts, Pergolas, Walkway, decks, solarium, Grills, Games Room.

Current invcentives:
Credit Lines for the branch - Act N° 5.683 (FIDECOR).

Act Nº 5.470 / 20012 Investment Promotion System Regulation - Decree Nº 1.416/2003 

Act Nº5.685/2005 - Tax Deferral.

Act Nº 6.309/2014 - Provincial Tourism.

Act Nº 5.684 - Industry Development Trust fund - (FODIN). 

CFI - Productive Reactivation and Micro Credits.

Line 400 Tourism, National Ministry of Tourism - BNA.

Necessary authorisations:
Registration in the Tourism Service Providers Registry of the Ministry of Tourism from 

Corrientes.

ACCOMMODATION PRICE PER ROOM / DAY

BOAT RENTAL PRICE / DAY

AVERAGE PROFIT (OVER SALES)

COST RECOVERY 5 YEARS

USD 122

USD 122

40%

OCCUPATION CAPACITY AVERAGE

AVERAGE EXPENSE PER TOURIST

50%

USD 120

Construction of building of 20 rooms for 80 bed places (without site)

Facilities, boat ramp, shed for cars and boats

2 boats purchase, trailer and safety equipment

USD1.000 (the m2)

USD 24.000

USD 48.600

Rooms equipment, dining room, reception, kitchen, living room

Supplies: bedclothes and cleaning products

Semi Olympic swimming pool Construction (25 mts x 12,5 mts)

USD 43.800

USD 29.200

USD 48.600

STUFF: Total for 10 employees per month

1 Maintenance operator, 1 Cook, 1 Helper, 2 Receptionists,
2 Waiters

EVENTUAL PERSONAL: 1 Fishing guide

USD 8.516GRAN CORRIENTES CORRIDOR

ALTO PARANÁ CORRIDOR

PARANÁ SUR CORRIDOR

SOLAR DE LAS HUELLAS MICRO-REGION 

JESUITIC GUARANÍ CORRIDOR

ADVENTURE AND ECOTOURISM CORRIDOR

SOUTH CORRIENTES MICRO-REGION 
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2º PROVINCE WITH INDOOR PRODUCTION
PREMIERE AND OFF SEASON PRODUCTION OF TOMATO AT A NATIONAL LEVEL

The horticulture production of the province of Corrientes is carried out by 

means of two different systems: Indoor system: the tomato and pepper are 

produced almost exclusively under a plastic cover. The planted surface is 

about 1.500 hectares, the round tomato ranking first, the pepper second and 

the plum tomato ranking third. 

These are intensive farming, with a high technological level and a substantial 

investment per hectare in greenhouses, irrigation systems, supplies and labour 

for farming as well as for harvesting and packaging. 

The system is firmly based in Lavalle, Goya, Bella Vista and San Roque depart-

ments.

The rest of the many species of the horticultural type are performed in a “a 

campo”(field) production system, highlighting some particular kind of pump-

kins, cassavas, sweet potatoes, corn, and a variety of self-consumption species. 

This activity is performed in almost all the provincial territory and demands 

around 60.000 hectares.

Investment opportunities:
• Development of model establishment for fruit tomato and pepper processing for 

internal market and specially for export. 

• Development of foreign markets for season production.

Investment area:
TOMATO AND PEPPER UNDER PLASTIC COVER
Productive units of tomato and pepper under plastic cover.

(Information regarded the extension of one indoor hectare, in unit of greenhouse 

chapel without central ventilation).

Favourable zones for investment:
Localities in Santa Lucía River micro-region.

Estimated initial investment:
Infrastructure: USD 54.000

Drip Irrigation System: USD 3.500

Equipment (tractor, spraying machine, pick up): USD 5.000 

Work Capital: USD 5.000

TOTAL: USD 67.500

Costo de la tierra/arrendamiento:
Cost of Aquisition: USD 3.000 to USD 4.000 value per hectare

Leasing: USD 300 the hectare per year

Electricity Used Monthly: USD 105

Logistic, freight and packaging: USD 4,40 per box (*)

(*) Including the box ready for sale.

HORTICULTURE
SECTOR

Human resources:
Stuff* Salary Scale (per month including social charges)

3 permanent persons: USD 800 c/u 

(*) temporary stuff is required

Potential demand:
Buenos Aires Province, Santa Fe, Río Negro.

The production surplus is commercialized in the province.

Relevant variables:
Production Volume: *150 Tonnes per hectare/year

160 Tn equivalent to 8.000 boxes of 18 Kgs c/u (net discard)

Average price of the box: USD 15

Production Cost: USD 6

Number of Boxes/ha per productive cycle (May-November): 8.000 units 

Average profitability (over sales) between 15% and 20%

Average annual income per hectare: USD 125.000

Investment Recovery: 3 years

Special Authorisations:
Authorisations of the production establishment in SENASA and registry as agricultural 

producer (RENSPA).

Tax treatment:
VAT on purchases of 10,5% and of 21% in fertilizers, fungicides and insecticides, the 

sales are made at 10,5%.

Gross Income Tax: exempt (as long as the sales are not made to final consumer) 

General Register (according to billing) excluded from the Simple Register (per billing 

and number of stuff).

Current incentives:
Support Programme for the implementation of Bio Technologies.

1º INDUSTRIALIZING PROVINCE OF YERBA MATE

2º PRIMARY PRODUCTION 

The primary production of Yerba concentrates itself in the northeast of the 
province, in Santo Tomé and Ituzaingó departments. It is located in the red 
earth’s eco-region, bordered by the Province of Misiones. The cultivated 
surface reaches the 21.128 hectares (according to the National Institute of 
Yerba Mate - INYM).
In that surface, during the year 2014, more than 99 million kg of green leaves 
were harvested.
The yerba mate is an important socio-economic activity in the area since 
small and medium producers participate in its primary production, but it also 
demands workforce for harvesting, freight, drying and industrialization.  
In conjunction with the cultivation area there are industrial enterprises that 
transform the raw material, mostly until its final presentation as yerba mate in 
packages. In those establishments not only the primary production of Corrientes 
is elaborated, but also part of the Yerba from Misiones is processed.

YERBA MATE
SECTOR
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Investment opportunities:
• Yerbatales (herbs) fields renewal though new surface cultivations in the north east of 

the province to restock the current and future industry. 

• Drying and stationing plants for the yerba mate.

• Foreign market development to place production with added value.

Foreign trade of the sector:
Exported value: 9,5 million dollars (year 2014). 

Exported volume: 2.601 tonnes.

 Main products: Yerba mate (92%) and tea (8%). 

Destinations: Chile, Syria, the United States and Lebanon.

TRADITION IN THE TOBACCO CULTIVATION 
INTEGRATED PRODUCTION (CULTIVATION AND PROCESSING)

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• The Corrientes tobacco sector includes the traditional steps of cultivation, processing 

and manufacture of cigarettes.

• Basically, black tobacco is sown but the objective is to promote, develop and consolidate 

cultivation of light tobaccos (Virginia).

• Goya city concentrates the whole commercial and industrial activity and the traditional 

manufacture of high-quality cigars.

• Annual Production:  2.400 tonnes - Surface 1.900 hectares.

• Exports of the sector: 1,1 million dollars equivalents to 414 tonnes (year 2014).

Destinations: EEUU (46%), Belgium (34%), The Netherlands (11%) and others.

ACTIVITY OF UNIFIED PRODUCTION PROTOCOL 
HONEYS WITHOUT ANTIBIOTICS AND FOULBROOD FREE

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• Corrientes counts with natural resources that allow the production of high-quality 

honey and, thanks to the application of a unified production protocol, the different 

types of honey are obtained without antibiotics and foulbrood free. 

• Most of the honey produced has floral origins: eucalyptus, citrus, native mount, 

estuaries and islands.

• Productive structure: 9 Cooperatives and 2 Apicultural Associations - 8 fixed and 2 

mobile rooms of extraction - 562 beekeepers - 28.175 beehives - 845 honey tons per 

year

• Exports: 1,1 million dollars (305 tonnes). Destinations: EEUU (66%), Germany (11%), 

Japan (5%) and others.

TOBACCO
SECTOR

BEEKIPING
SECTOR

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• Approximately 1.000.000 heads (breeds: Corriedale, Romney Marsh, Ideal and Texel).

• Ovine breeding mainly for wool procurement. The quality of the wool obtained from 

the Corriedale and Ideal breeds are characterized by its fineness.

• Production of quality lambs with their main characteristic, the natural production. 

• The principal breeding area is the centre-south of the province, in Curuzú Cuatiá, 

Mercedes, Paso de los libres, Monte Caseros and Sauce departments.

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• With a provincial stock of 73.800 heads.

• The main advantage that this sector has is the conversion factor (the relation between 

what the animal eats and the weight it gains), which is one of the best sectors for 

being the 50%. Corrientes is increasing the production and it already has a sock of 

73.800 heads.

• The Price is generally high which makes it attractive.

• It has the lighter fat for our organism, being the meat leaner among most well-known. 

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• The Strategic plan for the Software Industry and Computer Services (PEISSI), created 

in the Corrientes province, has as the main objective to strengthen this economic 

sector for considering it a key to the technological development in the productive 

system as a whole.

• SIS industry has qualified human resources. Requirements of relatively low initial 

investment.

• Corrientes has its IT Polo, a civil non-profit organization that seeks to be a reference 

in the entrepreneurship development and in the Software and IT Services (SSI) inno-

vation though the link between public, private and scientific fields.

PORCINE
SECTOR

SOFTWARE
SECTOR

OVINE
SECTOR
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Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• The production of dirty wool in Corrientes is of approximately 3.000 tonnes a year.

• In the city of Curuzú Cuatiá operates the only wool industrial establishment of the 

Argentine coast, with a processing capacity of 1.000 tonnes of dirty wool a year. It 

elaborates TOPS of combed wool of different microns for export. 

• Exports of wool from Corrientes: 6 million dollars (year 2014). Destinations: China 

(47%), Uruguay (26%), the United Kingdom (10%), Germany (10%), India (5%) and 

others.

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector: 
• Availability of vast aquatic environments, without pollution or just a very low degree. 

• Dominance of cultivation technology for species of high cost/ high value, contributing 

to export.

• In the tourism field, it may contribute to improve supply of services through touristic 

entrepreneurships such as adapted fishing places contributing with the natural 

environment species preservation.  

• Piscicultural enterprises: 11. - Production Surface: 135 hectares.

• Species Produced: pacu (75%), shad (20%) surubí (4%) and ornamentals.

• In spite pisciculture has a great potential in the country, it is still an emerging activity. 

• Wide technical - scientific support to the development of the sector: University of the 

North-East (UNNE), National Centre of Aquacultural Development (CENADAC), National 

Institute of Agricultural Technology (INTA), Ministry of Production of Corrientes.

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• Second province in importance for its covered surfaces of greenhouses dedicated to 

floriculture and the third in larger surface dedicated to general floriculture. 

• Because of the soil temperature and climatic conditions, the province has the advantage 

of indoor cultivation in winter (gerbera, lilium, roses) when there is precisely a strong 

demand.

• Indoor Production of flowers: Chrysanthemum, gerbera, jasmine, lilium and in open 

field: gladiolus and jasmine.

• As regards the ornamental plants, palms (Syagrus, Phoenix, Butia, Caryota), trees (Chivato, 

Lapacho, Timbó, Ibirá Pita), bushes, flower seedlings, indoor plants, grass, among others.

• Cultivated surface: 148 hectares (85 hectares destined to flower cultivation and 63 

hectares destined to ornamental plants cultivation)

• The production of cut flowers is concentrated in Concepción department - especially 

in Santa Rosa locality. While the production of ornamental plants presents a wider 

distribution in the province, highlighting the departments of San Cosme y Bella Vista, 

Saladas, Lavalle and Esquina.

FLORICULTURE
SECTOR

AQUACULTURE
SECTOR

TEXTILE WOOL
SECTOR

BUBALINE
SECTOR

TEXTILE
COTTON
SECTOR

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• The sector includes the primary production of cotton, the spinning manufacturing 

and fabric industrialization. 

• The textile industry of Corrientes is composed of 3 spinning and 2 cotton knitting 

and dying factories and one of them under construction. 

• The factories are located in Monte Caseros, Goya and Corrientes Capital.

• Exports of the sector: 13,1 million of dollars - year 2014, Destinations: Brazil (94%). 

The main exported products were cotton yarns. 

• The cotton primary production is of 1.500 tonnes a year. The main production zones 

are Sauce and Esquina, where the cultivation is approximately of 850 hectares.

• Closeness to the most important cotton production centres of Argentina: Chaco 

(290.000 has), Santa Fe (160.000has), Santiago del Estero (140.000has) and Formosa 

(15.000has).

Characteristics and potentialities of the sector:
• With a provincial stock of 24.000 heads.

• Early development of the sector

• Larger quantity of meat kilos per hectare, in less time (higher productivity).

• Existing environmental conditions: permanently flooded soils or with frequent floods, 

low forage quality, high incidence of parasites and pests, high average temperatures.

• The principal breeding area is the centre-south of the province, in Curuzú Cuatiá, 

Mercedes, Paso de los libres, Monte Caseros and Sauce departments.
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The province of Corrientes, together with the national 
government, foster the development of the whole provincial 
territory, for that reason it has designed a set of regulatory 
and �nancial instruments that facilitate this purpose.

GOVERNMENT PALACE – Corrientes, Capital City

PROMOTIONAL REGIMES
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Promotional Regimes
Argentina has a set of special programmes of financing, non-reimbursable contributions and fiscal 

incentives for the whole territory that businesspersons may access to according to the branch of 

activity and state of their productive projects.

Likewise, Corrientes has a set of laws that potentiate the productive sector in different aspects 

related to increase in productivity, get a sustainable development and generate added value in 

the local production improving the working conditions.

Investment financing
(Fiscal Incentives, Credits and Non-Reimbursable Contributions)

REDUCTION OF THE VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT)

Regulation: Decree Nº 493/2001, Decree Nº 496/2001, Decree Nº 615/2001, Decree Nº 733/2001, 

Decree Nº 959/2001. 

Benefits: A reduced percentage of 10,5% (the general type is 21%) is applied to the purchase and 

import of final capital  goods and computing and telecommunications goods (finished products 

as well as components). The additional rate of VAT in the import of movable goods is also reduced, 

generally to the half of the applicable aliquot. 

Submitted subjects: Buyers and importers of final capital goods, computing and telecommunica-

tions goods (finished products as well as components).

Authority of Application: Federal Administration of Public Revenues.

INCENTIVE TO THE PRODUCTION OF GOODS OF CAPITAL, COMPUTING, TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

Regulation: Decree Nº 379/2001 and modifications. Decree Nº 917/2010. Decree Nº 362/2011. 

Benefits: An incentive regime is established for the investment and national production of goods 

of capital and agricultural machinery that establishes a 14% of reimbursement to the local produ-

cers. Such reimbursement will be made through a fiscal bonus that may be applied to the payment 

of VAT, Income Tax, Internal Taxes and Minimum Presumptive Income.  

Submitted subjects: Manufactures of capital goods, computing, telecommunications, and agri-

cultural machinery. 

Authority of Application: Ministry of Industry.

FOREST REGIME

Regulation: Act N° 25.080 (Investments for Cultivated Forests) and Act N° 25.509 (Forestation). 

Act N° 26.432. Extension and Reform Act N° 25.080. Resolution N° 102/2010 that establishes an 

increase in the payment of the economic support instituted by Act N° 25.080.

Description: Regulation of the processes of cultivation, exploitation and forest industrialization.
Benefits:

• Fiscal stability during 30 years extended to a maximum of 50.

• Special regime of amortization for the Income Tax.

• Anticipated reimbursement of the VAT, tax exemptions and economic support non-refunded to 

the implanted forests.

WORKS OF PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE

Regulation: Decree N° 966/2005 (National Regime of Private Initiative) and Decree N°967/2005 

(National Regime of Public‐Private Association).  

Description: Promotion of private participation in infrastructure works.

Benefits: National regime of private initiative: It promotes private participation in the realization 

of works of public infrastructure, concessions, public services or licenses. The presentation of the 

projects is spontaneous and, if the State considers it of public interest, the corresponding auction is 

made. The particularity of this regime is that in the public auctions, the one who initially presented 

the project has priority to be adjudicated. 

Regime of public-private association: It takes the participation of the State as shareholder of 

projects. The figure of the association may be of any modality found in the Argentinian legislation. 

The contribution to the Public Administration may be made by cash payment, tributary benefits, 

and rights to certain public goods and of private domain of the State, among others. In this case, 

the presentation of the project is made by instance of a public organization and a public auction 

process is carried out to choose the private partner.

LINES OF CREDIT FROM THE BANK OF THE ARGENTINIAN NATION (BNA) 

Description: The Bank of the Argentinian Nation grants lines of credit to enterprises that include 

credits for capital of work and investments (to settle expenses of production and sales), financing 

of imports, pre-financing and financing of exports and for the participation in fairs, exhibitions or 

international saloons. It also accounts for the leasing and factoring services.

LINES OF CREDIT OF THE BANK OF INVESTMENT AND FOREIGN TRADE (BICE)

Description: The BICE has a series of lines of financing in pesos and dollars.
Benefits: 

• Credits for development: financing of the acquisition of Capital Goods and financing of Projects 

of Investments in Goods and Services.

• BICE-SEPyME Stimulus: 

a) acquisition of new national capital goods and acquisition of new foreign capital goods that 

are already nationalized in respect of which there is not a replacement of national production. 

b) Investment Projects

c) Constitution of Labour Capital associated to Investment

• Financing of Investment for the SMEs and Cooperatives: destined to finance projects of invest-

ments and the acquisition of new capital goods registered or not, in the frame of a decision of 

investment, destined to the different economic activities that are within the sectors producers of 

goods and services. 

• Big Enterprises: Intended to finance investment projects and the acquisition of recordable or 

non-recordable capital goods, within the framework of an investment decision, intended to the 

different economic activities included in the goods and services productive sectors. Projects of 

conversion and productive modernization of the different economic sectors that improve the 

competitiveness of the domestic and external markets.

• BICE-FONTAR: Intended to finance investment projects, which involve technological innovation or 

modernization.   
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• Renewable Energy: Projects of investment in energy to attend the mayor demand of the productive 
sector.

• National: Intended to finance the acquisition of capital goods of national origin. 

• Innovation and Technological modernization: financing of the projects with the aim of improving 

competiveness of productive enterprises of goods through the Technological Modernization of 

products or processes.

• BICE-MECON Regional Economies: Labour Capital destined to regional economic activities and 

investment projects and the acquisition of new Capital Goods intended to the different economic 

activities in the goods and services productive sectors of regional economies.

LINES OF CREDIT FROM THE FEDERAL COUNCIL OF INVESTMENTS (CFI)

Among the tools supporting enterprises established in the provinces, the Federal Council of 

Investments offers to new or existent financing projects by means of Credit Lines, which means 

that the conditions of promotion are principally shown through interest rates and repayment 

periods. The CFI sets up to bring a new series of programmes of financial assistance, destined to 

micro, small and medium enterprises, with the purpose of promoting the development of the 

provinces and argentine regions. This way and without interruption, the CFI handled the 

financial necessities of micro, small and medium agricultural, touristic and linked services 

enterprises among others.

Benefits:

• Productive reactivation: Credits are granted to finance capital of work, fixed asset and pre-investment.

• Exportable regional production: The granted credits are destined to the pre-financing of exports 

and support of the exportable production (capital of work, fixed asset and pre-investment). 

CREDITS TO A SUBSIDIARY RATE FOR MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MIPYMES)

Description: To facilitate access of those enterprises to the credit, the national State instrumented 

this regime and takes charge of a part of the financing cost of the loans that banks grant.

Benefits: Those credits are destined to finance: Acquisition of Capital of work and investments 

with special payment for young businessmen; Acquisition of new capitals via loan or leasing; 

Constitution of capital of work; Pre-financing and financing of exports of goods and services; 

Creation and development of new enterprises; Industrialization of goods and services developed 

by technological innovation; Activities of scientific-technological investigation, modernization 

and productive innovation.

NATIONAL FUND OF DEVELOPMENT FOR THE MISMES (FONAPYME)

Description: The FONAPyME is destined to make grants of capital and offer financing to the mi-

cro, small and medium-sized enterprises for the realization of projects oriented to the domestic 

market, emphasizing substitution of imports, generation of added value, employment and pro-

motion of regional development.

Benefits: Loans are granted to finance: 

• Investments in fixed asset.

• Capital of work.

NATIONAL FUND OF DEVELOPMENT FOR MIPYME ENERGETIC EFFICIENCY
(FONAPyME Energetic Efficiency)

The Public Competition call of Argentinian Fund Projects of Energetic Efficiency is aimed to su-

pporting Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises that present investment projects expected to 

lead to an improvement in the energetic efficiency of those enterprises through the acquisition 

of new efficient technologies, changes in the productive processes, and any other action that 

leads to an improvement in the energetic efficiency of those enterprises.

NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL PARKS IN THE BICENTENNIAL

Description: Destined to offer financing to every small or medium Enterprise located or that wishes to be 

located in a Public Industrial Park.

Benefits: Loans are given to finance:

• Location of the enterprise.

• Extension. 

• Investment or acquisition of capital goods.

Incentives to the Innovation and Technological Development, 
Bioenergy And Software
ARGENTINE TECHNOLOGY FUND (FONTAR) 

Description: It supports those projects leading to the improvement of productivity of the private 

sector, since the “technological innovation”. There are different financing investments that are 

introduced through the modality of Public Edicts or Permanent Window.  

FIDUCIARY FUND OF PROMOTION OF THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY (FONSOFT) 

Description: It is a fiduciary fund created since the sanction of the Law of Promotion of the 

Software Industry (Law N° 25.922).

Projects and programs financed by the FONSOFT

• Projects of investigation and development related to the activities found in the regime of 

promotion (creation, design, development, production, implementation and fine-tuning of 

the software system).

• Programs of tertiary or higher level for the training of staff (human resources)

FUND FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION (FONCYT) 

Description: It supports projects of investigation that have the object of generating new scientific 

and technological knowledge. There are different instruments of promotion and financing that 

are adjudicated, in all cases by means of public auctions.

ARGENTINIAN SECTORIAL FUND (FONASERC) 

Description: It supports projects and activities that have the objective of developing critic capacities 

in areas with a high and potential impact and permanent transference to the productive sector.

The potential areas are: Health, energy, agro-industry, social development, TICs, nanotechnology, 

biotechnology and environment and climate change.
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PROMOTION OF DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF MODERN BIOTECHNOLOGY.

Regulation: Act N° 26.270 Promotion of Development and Production of Modern Biotechnolo-

gy. Decree Nº 983/2007.

Description: The law defines the modern biotechnology as every technological application that, 

based upon rational knowledge and scientific principles from biology, biochemistry, micro-bio-

logy, bio-computing, molecular biology and genetic engineering, uses living organisms or de-

rived parts of those to get goods and services or for the substantial improvement of products 

or /and productive processes, considering as substantial that follows a content of innovation 

susceptible to the industrial application, economic and social impact, decreasing of costs and 

increasing of productivity.

Benefits: 

• Accelerated amortization in the Incomes Tax by the capital goods, special equipments, parts or 

elements of such goods, new ones, acquired with the destination to the promoted project.

• Anticipated devolution of the Value Added Tax corresponding to the acquisition of capital 

goods, special equipment, parts or elements components of such goods, new ones, acquired 

with a destination to the promoted project.

• Conversion in Bonus of Fiscal Credit of 50% of the amount of contributions of the social security 

that have been paid effectively.

The capital goods, special equipments, parts or elements components of such goods, new ones, 

acquired with a destination to the promoted project do not integrate the basis of imposition of 

the tax to the Minimum Presumptive Income or the one that in the future complements, modi-

fies or substitutes it.

The projects of investigation and /or development exclusively shall account for the conversion 

in Bonus of Fiscal Credit of 50% of the expenditure destined to the contracts of services of in-

vestigation and development with institutions pertaining to national public systems of science, 

technology and innovation. The Bonus of Fiscal Credit referred to in this article are of transferable 

character and will last ten (10) years from the date of approval of the project.

REGIME OF PROMOTION OF BIOFUELS

Regulation: Act N° 26.093 Biofuels, Regime of Regulation and Promotion, Sustainable Production 

and Usage, and Decree N° 109/2007 Biofuels. 

Description: Regulate and promote sustainable production and usage of biofuels. Among them 

the bioethanol, biodiesel and the biogas are considered, to be produced from the raw materials 

of agricultural and agro-industrial origin or organic waste. 

Benefits: 

• VAT and Incomes: the acquisition of capital goods or the realization of corresponding infrastructure 

works shall count with the benefit of the amortization accelerated in the Income Tax and /or the 

anticipated reimbursement of the VAT (equal treatment to that of the Law N° 25.924).

• The affected goods to the sustainable projects of production, mixing, commercialization, distri-

bution, consumption and usage of biofuels do not integrate the basis of imposition of the tax to 

the Minimum Presumptive Income.

The aim is to support new technology-based enterprises, through the Technology-Based Enterprises 

impulse programme: EMPRETECNO. 

Its promotion tools are: Support Plan for the creation of Technology-Based Enterprises - PAEBT 

and Projects Flow Facilitator – FFP.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (COFECYT) 

Description: It promotes the harmonic development of scientific, technological and innovating 

activities in the whole country.

Types of projects financed by COFECYT: 

• ASETUR ‐ Technological Support to the Tourism Sector (Resolution N° 394/08).

• DETEM – Projects of Municipal Technological Development. (Resolution Min.CyT N° 632/08). 

• Federal Projects of Productive Innovation (PFIP). 

• Federal Projects of Productive Innovation ‐ Productive Chains (PFIP‐ESPRO).

PROMOTION AND FOMENTATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION (LAW N° 23.877) 

Description: The Program has the object of improving productive and commercial activity 

through the promotion and fomentation of the investigation and development, the transmis-

sion of technology, technical assistance and other innovating facts, giving hierarchy socially to 

the task of the scientist, technician and the innovator businessman. 

Benefits: The National Executive Power fixes annually a quota of fiscal credits that might be im-

puted to the payment charge of the national taxation (Income Tax) in an amount no superior to 

a 50% of the project total. Such fiscal credit has to be used in equal parts in a term of three years.

REGIME OF PROMOTION OF THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY

Regulation: Act N° 26.692 Promotion of the Software Industry (Modification of Act N° 25.922). 

Act N° 25.856, Industry, Software Production. 

Description: Promoting the activities of creation, design, development, production, introduc-

tion and fine tuning of the system of software developed and their technical documentation, in 

their basic and applicable aspects, including the developed one to be incorporated to diverse 

processors (except the self-development).

Benefits:

• Fiscal stability on every national tribute for the term of validity of the present promotional fra-

me (up to 31st December 2019).

• It is established that the activity of software production has to be considered as a productive 

activity of transformation applicable to an industrial activity to the effects of perception, taxation 

benefits, credits and any other type fixed for the industry by the national government.

• Fiscal credit for the national taxes (except for the Incomes Tax) up to a 70% of the employer’s 

contributions paid in concept of social security.

• The beneficiaries shall not be subject to retention or perception of the Value Added Tax. 

• Tax deduction of the 60% of the total amount of the Incomes Tax. Such benefit shall be applica-

ble to the profits from Argentinian and foreign resources.
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Promotion to Exports
DRAW BACK 

Regulation: Decrees N° 177/1985, 1012/1991 and 2182/1991, 313/2000 and Resolutions N° 

177/1991, 288/1995 and 1041/1999. 

Benefits: It allows the exporters to obtain the restitution of the Rights of Import, the Rate of Sta-

tistics and the Value Added Tax that have been paid by the imported goods and then used in the 

elaboration of the exportable product. The regime also covers the packing and/or conditioning 

of the product to be exported. As it happens with the reimbursement, its liquidity and payment 

is in charge of the General Direction of Customs. 

Submitted subjects: Registered Importer‐Exporter. 

Authority of Application: General Direction of Customs.

REIMBURSEMENT TO THE EXPORT

Regulation: Decrees N° 1011/1991, 2275/1994 and 690/2002.

Benefits: It consists of the partial or total devolution of the internal tributes that have been paid 

at different stages of production and commercialization of the manufactured goods in the country 

to be exported, new ones and without usage. The standing aliquots today are between 0% and 

6%. The payment of this benefit is made by the General Direction of Customs (DGA), previous 

presentation of the documents that credit the shipment of the goods. Besides, it is required that 

the exporter has accomplished with the income of the foreign currency corresponding to the 

operation and that do not possess provisional or tax debts with the AFIP. Applied to the National 

Added Value is compatible with the Regime of Draw Back.

Submitted subjects: Exporters of tangible goods.

Authority of Application: General Direction of Customs.

TEMPORARY IMPORT FOR INDUSTRIAL IMPROVEMENT

Regulation: Decree N° 1330/2004 and related regulations. AFIP General Resolution Nº 2147/2006. 

Benefits: It regulates the internal import of goods entered to the territory with the aim of submi-

tting to a later industrial improvement and with the obligation of exporting them under the new 

resulting mode within the authorized period. The entered goods under this regime do not char-

ge the tributes that tax import for consumption; being required the retributive rates of services 

with the exception of statistics and verification of destiny. Nevertheless, operations done under 

this regulation are reached by the standing regime of guarantees.

Submitted subjects:  Registered importers and exporters.

Authority of Application: Secretariat de Industry, Commerce and SMEs.

MICRO EMPLOYERS 
(Natural person, Society of Fact or L.L.C)

Up to 5 employees, as long as its annual turnover does 
not exceed the amounts established by the regulation.

BENEFITS OVER CONTRIBUTIONS

- Reduction of 50% permanently.

If the stu�ng increments up to 2 employees (counting
with a total of 7). This bene�t applies to the
corresponding contributions to the new employees
(maintaining the bene�t corresponding to the �rst
5 employees).

- Reduction of 100%  in the �rst.
- Reduction of75% in the second year.

• The biodiesel and the bioethanol produced to accomplish with the mixing of biofuels and fossil 

fuels are not reached by the Tax of Water Infrastructure, the Tax on Liquid Fuels and natural Gas 

and the tax called “On the transference to onerous or free title, or on the import of gasoil.

Incentives to Employment 
PROEMPLEAR

PROEMPLEAR stands out as a new National Government politic aimed at protecting the job 

posts, promoting registered work and facilitate the job placement. 

• Incentive for workers incorporation

• Apprentices incorporation support

• New Regime of Contribution for microenterrises and PyMES

• REPRO - Productive Capacity Recovery Programme

FISCAL CREDIT

Incentive for the enterprises to train their workers. Once the project is finalized, the enterprises 

will be given a Fiscal Credit certificate that can be used for the cancellation of AFIP administra-

ted taxes: Income, Minimum Notional Income, Internal Taxes and VAT, or can be transferred by 

endorsement.

ASSISTANCE IN THE SEARCH FOR WORKERS

Preselection and diversification of applicant lists with the adequate profiles and requirements for 

the vacancies. The Job Offices also provide information concerning legislation, programs incen-

tives for hiring and training offers in their areas.

TOOLS FOR VULNERABLE PEOPLE INCLUSION

Special benefits to create new opportunities for the inclusion through employment.

LAW OF REGISTERED WORK PROMOTION AND LABOUR FRAUD PREVENTION  - ACT N° 26.940

Welfare benefits: 

The benefits consist of a reduction of the employer’s contributions destined to SIPA, PAMI, 

National Fund of Employment, Family Allowance and to RENATEA, and depend of the number of 

employees hired for an unspecified period and the number of registered employees.
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REGIME OF CUSTOMS FACTORY (RAF) 

Regulation: Decrees N° 688/2002, 2722/2002, Joint Resolutions N° 14/2003‐1424/2003 and 

54/2003–1448/2003 and Resolution N° 1553/2003. 

Benefits: The RAF facilitates the entrance of raw materials, supplies, auxiliary materials, packing 

and protection materials or goods used directly in the process of production and/or transforma-

tion for its later definitive export or import. The suspensive destination admitted by the Regime 

concludes with the definitive export with transformation, re-export without transformation or 

import for consumption of goods entered for such means. The importer has to require any of the 

definitive destinations previously foreseen to one year term beforehand, to be counted since the 

date of their entering to the customs territory. The tributes, right and any other customs taxes 

that originate import with destination to consumption shall be computed per calendar month 

and are required from the expiry date, established by the authority of application to such effect. 

Submitted subjects:  Physical or legal persons holders of industrial establishments located in 

the country that having opted for being protected by it, credit the accomplishment of the requi-

rements asked for its application.

Authority of Application: AFIP and Ministry of Industry, Commerce and SMEs. 

REDUCTION OF THE RATE OF IMPORT OF CAPITAL GOODS NOT PRODUCED IN THE COUNTRY 

Regulation: Decree Nº 1.026/2012 

Benefits: For the import of new capital goods not produced in the country, a Right of Extrazone Export 

(MERCOSUR) of a 2% is established.

Submitted subjects: Importers of new capital goods.

Authority of Application: General Direction of Customs.

 
IMPORT OF GOODS INTEGRATING “GREAT INVESTMENT PROJECTS”

Regulation: Resolution N° 256/2000 and modifications.

Benefits: It allows the reduction of cost of investment through a reduction of 0% of the tariffs 

of the imported goods of capital that integrate a complete and autonomous line. Within this 

program, the import of 5% of the FOB value of the line is allowed in concept of parts. It has to 

be taken into account that out of the capital goods, there are many others that conform a line of 

production that tribute tariffs; such is the case of minor equipments as pumps and mechanical 

equipment. Therefore, the savings of tariffs has to be valued over those and the set of parts so 

that they would pay tariffs in any other situation. 

Submitted subjects: Importers of capital goods for great projects of investment. 

Authority of Application: Secretariat of Industry, Ministry of Industry.

TEMPORARY IMPORT OF CAPITAL GOODS

Regulation: Act N° 22.415, Decree N° 1001/1982 and Disposition of the General Direction of 

Customs (DGA) N° 34/1998. Decree N° 142/2010.

Benefits: The destination of temporary import is that in which the goods of imported capital 

may remain with an objective and for a determined term within the custom territory¸ being sub-

mitted from the same moment of its order of payment, to the obligation of re-exporting them 

before the ending of the mentioned term. As a function of the operative modality of the enterpri-

se, it may be necessary to dispose of the capital goods for a determined period and then to take 

them back abroad. Trough this regime of temporary admission, their entering is authorized with 

the exemption of the payment of rights of import for a maximum period of three years, with the 

possibility of obtaining an extension no major to the original term. 

Submitted subjects: Agents enrolled in the Register of Importers and Exporters.

Authority of Application: General Direction of Customs.

 
FREE-TRADE ZONES

Regulation: Act N° 24.331 and modifications.

Benefits: The goods that enter and go out the free trade zone are not submitted to the habitual 

control of the customs service, non-taxable with the payment of tributes (except for the retributive 

rate of services that might be established). The objective of these zones is to promote trade and 

the exporting industrial activity through the reduction of costs and the simplification of the 

administrative proceedings, offering fiscal incentives too.

Provincial Legislation: Tools for the investor 
Corrientes Province has sanctioned since the year 2002, a set of laws that basically contemplate 

promotion of the private sector. Resources from the Provincial Budget have been assigned to 

orientate and support competitive transformation of the productive basis. Its aim is to create an 

institutional context that enables agreement of objectives and participation of the different so-

cial and economic groups involved in the process. Likewise, policies seek the economic develop-

ment, improve income distribution, tend to generation of employment from the private sector; 

facilitate the settlement of new activities for production, commercialization and industrialization 

and promote expansion, restructuring and modernization of the existing activities.
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Laws of Promotion and Incentives in Force in Corrientes 
Province

ACT Nº 5.328: THE DAIRY INDUSTRIALIZATION IS DECLARED OF PROVINCIAL INTEREST

The development of production, industrialization and commercialization of bovine, bubaline, 

ovine and sheep dairy are declared of provincial interest.

A Provincial Dairy Advisory Committee with the tasks of the sector promotion is created and 

conformed by members from the Ministry of Production, Faculty of Veterinary Sciences (UNNE), 

Faculty of Agronomy UNNE), INTA, Faculty of Engineering in Foods (UCP), Ministry of Public Health, 

among others.

ACT Nº 5.308: PROMOTION OF SMALL ENTERPRISES

Through the law the province adhered to the title, Section1 to 31of the National Law Nº 24.467 

“Regime of Promotion, growth and development of the small and medium enterprises”.

Through the Law Nº 24.467, access to credit is facilitated for the small and medium enterprise, 

establishing, among other facilities, bonus of the interest rate through the creation of new 

instruments or by continuity of the existing ones.

Bonus will be in charge of the National State and especially destined to:

a) Credits for the acquisition of capital goods from the activity of the enterprise;

b) Credits for the constitutions of capital of work;

c) Credits for the reconversion and increase of productivity and also contemplating large 

periods of amortization, rates comparable to the lowest ones and period of grace according 

to the return of the foreseen investment;

d) Credits for the updating and technological modernization of administrative proceedings, 

organizing and commercial managements and hiring of consultancy services, etc;

e) Credits to finance and pre-finance exports of goods produced by the SMEs.

ACT Nº 5.470: PROMOTION REGIME OF INVESTMENTS

The regime is instrumented by Law Nº 5.470, sanctioned on 25/09/2002 and regulated by Decree 

Nº 1.416/2003.

Through this law a Regime of Promotion of Investments related to new private enterprises and/

or widening of the existing ones for the Agricultural, Agro-industrial, Tourist, Recreation and Leisure 

sectors is established and also in its section 3, it anticipates the possibility of incorporating new 

sectors and activities to this regime. Thus, Design, Development and Elaboration of Software 

were added through Law Nº 5.768/06.

Benefits as tax stability, provincial franchises and tax exemptions, among others are included 

and they are subject to adhesions by municipalities to incorporate local promotions. 

The regime is oriented not only to the new productive investments but also to the expansion of 

private enterprises already operating.  

Benefits:

• Tax Stability: On provincial taxes for a ten-year term counted from the approval of the Project. 

• Provincial tax exemptions or deductions of aliquots per defined time (up to 10 years maximum). 

Exceptions may be granted exclusively on the acts, goods, services and capitals directly related 

to the investment project. Among the included taxes the Stamps Tax, acts tax, and proceeding 

of deeds and gross incomes tax are found. 

• Purchase of real property from the State private domain destined to the Project. 

• Electricity tariffs of promotion.

• Infrastructure supply.

• Preference of bids in the provincial and municipal State in case of equal conditions of supply 

before suppliers not included in the present regime. 

• Technical assistance from the State organizations. 

The benefits of this law will be given to holders of enterprises registered in the specific habili-

tated Register and whose investment project has been approved by a 10-year term up to the 

validity and regulation of the Law.

ACT Nº 6.309: PROVINCIAL LAW OF TOURISM

It defines a development policy from the sector, accompanying and promoting investments which ge-

nerate more tourism traffic to the province. Tourism is declared a productive activity and consequently 

shall apply to the promotion regime provided in the Law of Industrial Promotion.

It establishes that they are activities directly or indirectly related to tourism the ones which make the 

Appendix I of the National Law of Tourism N° 25.997 according to the international standard classifica-

tion of touristic activities of the World Tourism Organization; as well as the ones which take place in the 

open natural reserves, corridors and touristic circuits; and the ones which shall be determined by the 

applicable authority through founded resolution.

The objectives of the law are the integral development, fomentation, planning, promotion, quality 

optimization and the regulation of touristic activities and touristic resource, as well as the creation, 

conservation, improvement, protection and the use of touristic resources and attractions, ensuring 

sustainable development, protecting the identity and the life quality of receptive communities and 

the social right of everyone to be a tourist in every sector of the society. (Article N°2).  

Promotion Regimen:

The Article N°17 declares tourism as a productive activity and consequently shall be subject to 

the Investment Promotion Regime in accordance to the Act N°5.470 and its regulatory and/or 

complementary norms, or to the future laws that will establish benefits for production.
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ACT N° 5.550: PROMOTION REGIME OF FOREST ENTERPRISES

The Law institutes the “Regime of Promotion of Forest enterprises” sanctioned on 04/03/2004 for 

the activities within the Law 25.080 “Law of Investments for Cultivated forests” and in the 25.509 

“Real Right of Forest Surface”.

Benefits:

• It exempts from Tax on Gross Income the incomes derived from the activity at onerous title in 

Corrientes Province -lucrative or not- in relation to productive, industrial and/or commercialization 

stages. 

• It exempts from Tax on Real-estate on surface actually covered by planted forest and the nearby 

one involved in the project. 

• It exempts from the Stamp Tax the statutes approval and signature of social contracts, etc, for 

the grantor as well as the receiver. 

• The provincial government may transfer in trusteeship the real right of forest surface, instituted 

by Law Nº 25.509, of the public lands apt to forestation and without any other destination set by 

law. The Provincial Direction of Forest Resources shall keep a record of real-estate property under 

that condition. 

• It creates the Forest Trust Fund with the State participation.

ACT N° 5.890: LAW OF CULTIVATED FORESTS

The province, through the Law Nº 5.890, is adhered to the Regime of the National Law   N° 26.432, 

sanctioned on 13/08/2009 that extends and modifies the Law N° 25.080 “Law of investments for 

Cultivated Forests” inviting at the same time to the Municipalities to dictate the respective norms 

of adhesion through their legislative bodies.

Authority of Provincial Application: “Direction of Forest Resources”, dependent organization on 

the Ministry of Production, Work and Tourism.

ACT Nº 25.442: RECOVERY OF OVINE CATTLE RAISING

Its aim is to achieve the adaptation and modernization of ovine productive systems to enable 

sustainability over time and increase employment and settlement of rural population. 

It includes exploitation of ovine cattle whose final objective is to get a marketable production of 

livestock, wool, meat, leather, milk, fat, sperm, embryos or other by-product done in any part of 

the national territory, in lands and under adequate agro-ecological conditions.

ACT Nº 5.781: ADHESION TO ACT Nº 26.141 OF RECOVERY, PROMOTION AND DEVELOP-
MENT OF THE OVINE ACTIVITY

Corrientes province is adhered to the Law of Recovery, promotion and development of the ovine 

activity whose aim is to achieve the adaptation and modernization of productive systems based 

on the use of ovine cattle in a sustainable framework over time and enable to maintain, develop 

and increase employment and settlement of rural population leading to a better quality of life. 

It includes exploitation of ovine cattle production with a view to their self consumption and or/

marketing at national level and for export  of livestock, meat, leather, fiber, milk, sperm and 

embryos or other products or by-products in a primary or industrialized way, done in any part of 

the national territory, under adequate agro-ecological conditions.

ACT Nº 5.666: ADHESION TO THE PROMOTIONAL CRITERIA OF THE NATIONAL LAW Nº 25.924 

OF INVESTMENTS IN CAPITAL GOODS AND WORKS OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Access to the benefits of accelerated amortization and VAT recovery of capital goods is given, 

neutralizing internal asymmetries with respect to the rest of the country. 

Destination:

• Industrial activities and fulfilment of infrastructure works, except civil works. 

Benefits:

• Accelerated amortization of the Income Tax. 

• VAT refund in advance. 

• Simultaneous validity of both benefits only for investments oriented to export. 

• Goods included: Any amortizable new good, except for automobiles.

• It establishes an annual tax quota of $ 1.000.000 to be applied to the regime of the present Law.

ACT Nº 5.667: ADHESION TO THE NATIONAL SYSTEM OF PUBLIC INVESTMENT

It seeks to systematize decisions of public investments for the replacement or increase of the produc-

tive organization of the different entities from the public sector and basic infrastructure of the country. 

Corrientes province adhered to the National Law Nº 24.354, establishing similar and compatible sys-

tems to the ones provided in that Law in the whole provincial area and whose objectives are: initiation 

and permanent update of a record of Projects of Provincial Public Investments and the annual formu-

lation and management of the Provincial Plan of Public Investments. 

ACT 5.774: ADHESION TO THE NATIONAL LAW OF MICRO CREDITS

La Provincia de Corrientes adhiere a lo dispuesto por la Ley Nacional N° 26.117 de Promoción y 

The Province adheres to what is determined by the National Law Nº° 26.117 of Promotion and 

regulation of Micro credits.

Its aims are the promotion and regulation of the Microcredit to motivate the integral develop-

ment of persons, the groups with few resources and the institutional strengthening of non-lucra-

tive organizations of the civil society that participate in the fulfilment of the social politics.

All transactions of Micro credits made in the framework of the National Law Nº 26.117 and the 

present one are exempted from the Gross Income and Stamp taxes.

ACT Nº 5.864: CREATION OF THE INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS PROMOTION - MIXED ECONOMY 

COMPANY

By means of the Law 5.864 the Institute of Business Promotion is created. Its mission is to encou-

rage the business capacity and create the necessary conditions to generate added value in pro-

duction, physical capital (state and private infrastructure), human and intellectual capital. Thus, 

it works offering different tools to enterprises and businessmen of different productive sectors 

carrying out support programs for the different sectors through training and technical and finan-

cial assistance. 
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SOME PROGRAMS AND ACTIONS CARRIED OUT BY THE INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS PROMOTION 

IN THE PROVINCE:

- Support enterprises to create and develop new corporations, facilitating insertion and consoli-

dation in the markets and giving technical and operative support at the different steps of deve-

lopment and access to relevant information. 

- Get higher competitiveness and development of the productive units, promoting diversification 

of supply and technology incorporation for the different productive and commercial processes. 

- Consolidate and diversify business, markets and provincial products leading to generate higher 

added value. 

- Implement, promote and potentiate plans, programs and projects to enable a sustainable de-

velopment from the business sector of the region. 

ACT Nº 3.907: PROMOTION REGIME OF BREEDING CENTRES FOR AUTOCHTHONOUS SPECIES 

This regulation declares of provincial interest the production of species of the natural autochthonous 

and/or exotic fauna considered apt to economic goals by the application authority. This is done 

through captive breeding in and intensive and/or extensive way.

Beneficiaries of this Regime may be natural persons or those who make effective investments 

destined to that type of production, being included: nominal domain, users and holders of any 

title of real property where they will set breeding places as well as those framed into other type 

of companies. 

To be beneficiary of this law, it is necessary to have the previous approval of the investment project. 

Projects should be presented subscribed by a suitable professional in animal production. For 

approval, it should be taken into account:

a) Performance of technical regulations dictated by the body of application. 

b) Concrete interest in the promotion of the species referred to in the project, considering 

its development and/or perspectives in the national and international markets. 

c) The interest that presents according to the zone to be developed, taking into account 

application of agricultural borders, use of unproductive areas or with low productivity, lake 

and flooded areas. The importance is determined according to available work force, increase 

of efficiency in agricultural labour, ecological equilibrium and environmental sanitation 

and in general, all those aspects that tend to promote modernization, complementation, 

specialization or integration and use of available physiogeographic resources.

ACT Nº 5.556: SYSTEM OF PRODUCTIVE REFINANCING AND TRUSTEESHIP FOR PRODUCTIVE 
REFINANCING

Act Nº 5.556 creates the SYSTEM OF PRODUCTIVE RE-FINANCING that aims to the implementation 

of loans granted by the Bank of Corrientes S.A. and the Bank of the Argentinian Nation where the 

debtor part that has incurred in a delay since the year 1998 and has maintained in that condition 

up to date.

It is a system of optional character, the faculty of executing that option corresponds to the creditor 

entities.

The law also creates a TRUSTEESHIP FOR THE PRODUCTIVE REFINANCING that has the object of 

carrying out the system of re-financing; make grants of capital and give financing to medium 

and long term for productive investments to the micro, small and medium Enterprises, grant 

guarantees to the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises to improve the conditions of access to 

their credit.

ACT Nº 5.675: COMPANY OF RECIPROCAL GUARANTEE 

The regime of Company of Reciprocal Guarantee was formed by the Act Nº 5.675, sanctioned on 

03/08/2005.

Within the terms of the National Act Nº 24.467, these societies are those which facilitate the SMEs 

the access to the credit.

The main object of the law will be the granting of guarantees to their participant partners throu-

gh the celebration of contracts regulated by that rule.

The Executive Power originally will make contributions to the capital and the fund of risk up to 

the amount of One Million Pesos for the constitution of the society as protector partner.

The Society will act in the province of Corrientes and will include the commercial, industrial, agri-

cultural and services activities.

The fund of risk will assume the legal form of a fiduciary fund in the terms of the Act N° 24.441.

Taxation benefits will be granted:

a) EXEMPTION  of the Stamp Tax to the contract of Reciprocal Guarantee and all the instruments 

that were necessary to the improvement of the guarantees and against guarantees granted by 

the society and to the constitution of the society, enlargement of capital, statuary modification 

and its dissolution. 

b) EXEMPTION of the Tax on Gross Incomes to the activity of the society.

The operation that guarantees the society will correspond to the Bank of Corrientes S.A., to the 

Bank of the Argentinian Nation and the Financial entities that subscribe an agreement with the 

Executive Power.
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Subsidies
ACT Nº 5.684: FIDUCIARY FUND OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (FODIN)

It was created to promote and develop the industrial activity of the Province to obtain new pro-

ducts, services or processes that allow to improve in a probable way, the development, expan-

sion and growth of the enterprises, consolidate the economic potential, increase the gross pro-

duct and wealth, wealth, assure the plain occupation and make defensible the chains of value of 

the products. 

The FODIN has the object of granting:

a) Subsidies for the contract and training of staff.

b) Subsidies for rates of credits for investments in the industry, industrial electric tariffs and other 

costs.

c) Non-reimbursable contributions for technological innovation.

Characteristics:

- The fiduciary is the Bank of Corrientes and it is in charge of the administration of the Fund 

according to the instructions given by the Council of Administration. The latter is formed by the 

executive Power of which the Ministry of Production, Work and Tourism, the Ministry of Wealth 

and Finances and the Secretariat of Planning shall be representatives. 

There will be access to FODIN to:

• Physical or private legal persons that make undertakings or enlarge the standing ones;

• Those related to the industrial sector or services related to this sector;

• The undertakings will have to generate, the creation or enlargement of the industrial productive 

capacity, manufacturing or re-manufacturing or the acquisition of new products, services and 

processes; among other benefits.

• At the same time, they will have to improve in a probable way the development, expansion and 

growth of the applicant enterprises.

• A project of productive investment will have to be presented regarding the requisites established 

in the rules and regulations. 

- The mechanism foresees a system of reimbursements to the investment.

ACT Nº 5.552: FUND OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Trusteeship created for 30 years with funds from the Rural Real-estate Tax for rural works of infras-

tructure and sanitary campaigns to keep quality of Corrientes products.

The Provincial State is established as a trustee, the Bank of Corrientes S.A. as fiduciary and benefi-

ciaries of the regime to the Municipalities and intermediate of the productive sector, for a period 

of 30 years (2004-2034).

Its objective is to finance works of road/ energy infrastructure and projects for productive 

improvement and the 25% of the resources from the Fund is destined to sanitary campaigns in 

the rural sector. 

Its main characteristics are that tax collection from the sector returns to it in works of infrastructure 

for rural zones and sanitary campaigns, active participation of Municipalities and intermediate 

organizations from the productive sector and a duration of 30 years.

ACT Nº 6.058: FIDUCIARY FUND OF FOREST FOMENTATION

A Regime of  Fomentation is instituted for certain activities related to the forest sector, to attend 

and finance:

a) The cultivation of forests up to (50) hectares, from small producers that are beneficiaries of 

the Law Nº 25.080 and its modifications.

b) The transfer and settlement of forest-industrial undertakings in industrial parks qualified 

by the competent authorities. 

c) Studies of feasibility and executive design of industrial plants, technical and commercial 

assistance.

d) Scientific and technological investigation, basic and applied, in the genetic improvement 

of the forest species and the sustained exploitation of the forest resources.

e) Formation and training of human resources in an interdisciplinary way for the forest sector.

f ) Provision of propagation material of proved genetic quality for the first cycle of forestation.

g) Provision of insecticides and fertilizers (agro-chemicals) for the first cycle of forestation. 

h) The generation of shared works of small producers for the commercialization of their 

production.

Benefits:

The beneficiaries who have the right to perceive a financial advance from the National State, in 

virtue of the Law Nº 25.080, may receive up to the 85% of the amount from the Non-reimbursable 

Economic Support.

The period of duration is of 30 years counted from the subscription to the Trusteeship Contract, 

so that the period may be extended in case of persistence of the needs foreseen in the object of 

the Fund.
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Programs of Credit
ACT Nº 5.683: FUND OF INVESTMENT FOR THE CORRIENTES DEVELOPMENT (FIDECOR)

Sanctioned on October 11th, 2005. 

Credits with promotion rates destined to investments in industrial and tourist enterprises, agro- 

services and trade equipment. 

Characteristics:

• Its aim is implementing a schema to enable access to investments in industrial, tourist, of servi-

ces to the agricultural sector and equipment for the enterprise. 

• The 50% of the loan capacity from FIDECOR shall be destined to projects presented by the SMEs 

and the rest 50% to the financing of the sectors considered strategic to the Province.

• Duration: 10 years. 

Aim: Financing of investments destined to:

• Equipment of new goods from trade. 

• Acquisition of new capital goods for the rendering of agricultural services. 

• Creation or expansion of productive capacity or introduction of new products or production 

processes for the industrial activity.

• Hotels Infrastructure and services for the tourist activity. 

• Computing equipment and programs of management.

ACT Nº 5.835: CATTLE RAISING TRUST FUND

It is a tool to implement an access schema to credits for investments tending to recover “rodeos”, 

improve quality of production, increase productivity and extraction rate and consequently the 

profitability of cattle establishments.

It has a period of duration of 10 years and as beneficiary to any cattle producer of the province, 

owner of dominium or with hiring contracts or real right that guarantees possession at least for 

5 years and also who presents a project of investment. 

ACT Nº 5.944: YERBA FIDUCIARY FUND WITH STATE PARTICIPATION

Through the Act Nº 5.944, “Regime of Promotion of Investments made in new yerba undertakings 

and in extensions of the standing yerba crops”, the Yerba Fiduciary Fund is created.

Every physical or legal person may be beneficiary when making effective investments, new projects 

of industrialization of the yerba and extensions of the standing activities, especially the small 

producers of yerba.

ACT Nº 6.051: FIDUCIARY FUND OF DEVELOPMENT OF PARKS AND INDUSTRIAL ZONES

Trough the Act N° 6.051 Fiduciary Fund of Development of Parks and Industrial Zones is constituted, 

with a duration of 30 extendable years.

The Fiduciary Fund shall aim to the prosecution of the objects numbered in the Section 3° of 

the Act N° 6.051 and the organization and administration of the Parks and Industrial Zones to be 

created.

Other Programs
PROVINCIAL APICULTURAL PROGRAM

Provincial Program of Support to the Apiculture carried out since the year 2005, which aims to 

the consolidation of the activity so that a fund was created as a financial tool to improve compe-

tiveness of the products.

The two components of this system are the financial and technical assistance. 

It is destined to the Corrientes small and medium producers who contain a minimum of 20 regis-

tered beehives and who develop the activity within a radius of 100 km of the Rooms of Extraction 

adhered to the Program.

PROGRAM OF DEVELOPMENT OF CITRICULTURAL BASINS

 It belongs to the program of development of citricultural basins. Its aim is financing the installa-

tion of irrigation systems to contribute and improve competitiveness, increasing yield and qua-

lity of fruits produced. The main objective is to contribute and improve competitiveness of the 

sector, improve citricultural quality increasing yield and quality of fruits produced and finance 

installation of irrigation systems to contribute and improve competitiveness by means of finan-

cial and technical assistance. 

TRAINING PROGRAMS

The Direction of Employment of the Corrientes Province has at disposal the Program of Work 

Training for the optimization of human and technical resources and the Program of Formation 

to Work in order to facilitate reinsertion of the unemployed according to the business demand.

PROGRAM OF FINANCING TO SMALL ENTERPRISES

Program destined to those physical or legal persons (Micro, Small and Medium-sized enterprises) 

without enough capital to support their own project (new or extension of an existent enterprise) 

and/or that cannot assume the high costs to access to a credit of the traditional financial system. 

The following types of enterprises such as: 

•  artisans;

•  carpentries;

•  nurserymen;

•  producers of ornamental plants and textile producers;

•  agro-business;

•  metallurgical and construction workshops;

•  other activities related to production are established and defined as beneficiary sectors of the 

“Program of Financing to Small Enterprises”, following the lines of the Economic Policies of the 

Provincial State.
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Corrientes has assumed the �rm commitment to stimulate 
the enterprises establishment, national and foreign, 
taking into account the strength in the production matrix 
and the continuous search for generating an economic 
growth in society.

HOW TO SET UP AN 
ENTERPRISE IN CORRIENTES

RICE MILL – Mercedes, Corrientes
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Set up an enterprise in Corrientes
To start up a foreign enterprise in the territory of the Argentinian Republic can be done as follows:

a) By the opening of a branch of a foreign company;

b) creation of a new society; or

c) participation in an existing society

The following are the characteristics, requirements and implications of the different legal forms 

for the enterprises that want to settle in Corrientes / Argentina.

A. Branch, settlement or representation of a foreign company
The foreign company to settle effectively in Argentina with a branch must register in the Registry 

of Societies. 

The branches may develop all the activities of its Mother Company (MC), in the name of that 

MC and by the person appointed as representative. In these cases, the branch answers up to the 

capital amount of the MC and not to the capital assigned to its branch in Argentina. Accounting 

records must be taken separately by the Mother Company and must be presented to the Registry 

of Societies. 

The branch has to be directed by a legal representative with administrative and legal power. 

The power of administration has to be broad enough as to allow agile procedures with financial 

institutions and other local suppliers. The branches are subject to the control by the Registry 

of societies that correspond to its jurisdiction, with the accomplishment of the same requisites 

required to the Public Limited Companies (PLC).

B. Creation of a new society
The Law of Commercial Societies (LCS) of the Argentinian Republic considers an important variety 

of societal types. The most important used by investors in the country are: the Public Limited 

Company (PLC) and the Limited Company (LC). To differ from the foreign branch, these two types 

of society respond, at the beginning, only with the capital of the society created or in that it 

participates. 

The local  and foreign societies that wish to create a society or participate in any way they should 

respond previously to the Registry of Societies that are legally constituted in the country of origin. 

Also, they should register their social contract, reforms and all existing documentation related to 

their legal representatives in that office.

PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY (PLC) 

Under this format, the property of the company belongs to the shareholders who limit their 

responsibility to their contributions made. For this conformation two shareholders are required 

at least. 

Shares may be quoted or not, in the local market value. The functioning of these companies is 

regulated by its own statute. The administration is in charge of a bureau formed by one or more 

members that may be shareholders or not. The majority of the directors have to be residents in 

the country. There are no limitations related to the residence or nationality of shareholders. In 

case one of them was a foreign commercial society, it has to register previously in the Registry 

of Societies. 

The directors respond unlimitedly and supportively to the company, the shareholders and the 

third parties by not carrying out duties accordingly as well as the violation of the law, the statute 

and /or the regulations and by any other damage produced by deceit, abuse of faculties or a 

serious guilt. The public limited companies have to be registered by public deeds. 

In Argentina, the public limited companies are subject to internal and external control. 

The external control is made by the Registry of Societies corresponding to the jurisdiction. There 

are also bodies that regulate certain activities. For example the companies that quote are 

controlled by the National Commission of Values (NCV); financial entities by the Central Bank of 

the Argentinian Republic; insurance companies by the Insurance’s office. 

Internal control, in general, is in charge of one or more of the administrators named by the 

convention of shareholders. The administrator’s post is optional to societies not controlled 

permanently by a government entity. The law considers additionally the checking of the Counsel 

of Surveillance, entity with wide objectives stated by the statutes.

LIMITED COMPANY

The LC shares many characteristics with the Public Limited Company, except for the following 

conditions:

• The number of partners cannot exceed the 50 people;

• The PLC cannot be partners;

• They cannot be quoted;

• The change of partners compels to modify the social contract;

• The procedures of constitutions are simpler and 

• The statutes are more flexible.

As in the PLC, the responsibility of the partners is limited to the integration of the fees they subs-

cribe to or acquire. The partners can have more than one fee. As regards the transfer of fees, these 

are not restricted by law but the contract can do it. The administration and representation of the 

society corresponds to one or more managers, partners or not. The managers will be responsible 

individually or supportively, according to the organization of the management and the regulations 

for its functioning established by the contract. The Limited Companies can be constituted by 

means of a public or private instrument in the Registry of Societies of the corresponding juris-

diction. Minimum capital is not obligatory, however; it shall keep relation to the object of the 

company.

COMMON ASPECTS FOR THE REGISTRATIONS OF COMPANIES

1. Apply for “Reservation of name or denomination”

2. Present the form of constitution and modification. It is accompanied by 

a) A contract or Deed of constitution and certified copies. 

b) A report of pre-qualification.

3. Pay the Constitutive Tax in the case it a PLC or the Retributive Tax in case it is a LC.

4. Publish the edict for one day in the bulletin of legal publications (Section 10, A of the Law of 

Commercial Companies). 
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5. Make the initial deposit. An initial deposit of 25% of the integrated cash capital has to be made in 

the Banco Nacion of Argentina. It can be made when applying for the registration.

C. Participation in an existing company
To participate directly in a new local society and in an existing one, the foreign societies shall 

accomplish a series of formalities:

• To credit that they have been constituted according to the law of their respective countries at 

the corresponding Registry of Companies.

• Register the original contract of the company, reforms and financial documentation, as well as 

the related to its legal representatives in the corresponding Registry of Companies (in the case 

of being a shareholder society it also has to be made at the Shareholder Registry of Companies). 

• Inform whether they are subject to prohibitions or legal restrictions to develop in its place of 

origin all their activities or their main ones. That information is proved by the contract or 

constituent act of the company or its later reforms, if they exist.

• To credit that up to the date of register application they accomplish out of the Argentinian 

Republic with at least one of the following conditions: 

- That exist one or more branches agencies or permanent representations, accompanying to 

the effect their certification of validity issued by competent administrative or judicial authority 

in the place of seat. 

- Appointment in other companies of participations that have the character of non-current 

assets according to the definitions resulting from the rules or principles of accounting generally 

accepted. 

- Appointment of fixed assets in its place of origin of which its existence and patrimonial 

value has to be credited with the resulting definitions of the rules or principles of accounting 

generally accepted. The last two items have to be credited with the accounting state of the 

company and /or certification subscribed by its members; whose representing faculties have 

to be credited, extracted from the accounting entries transcribed in the respective social 

books.

Precautions related to the documents coming from abroad
The documents coming from abroad have to be presented according to the rules required by the 

country of origin, certified by a notary and by the Apostilla de la Haya if corresponds. The trans-

lation has to be made by a public translator graduated in Argentina whose signature has to be 

legalized by the respective college or authorized professional entity and has to be accompanied 

by the version in the original language. 

Notarial protocol: the documents coming from abroad that have to be registered may be presented 

protocolized in Public Deed granted by a notary of the Argentinian Republic with the corresponding 

translation. Finally, to participate indirectly as shareholder of a local company through in investment 

vehicle, the mentioned presentations have to be made but also with the information of the 

controlling company of that vehicle.

• Apostilla de la Haya: It is a simplified system of public documents that give validity to those 

ones issued in the territory of a contractor state that have to be presented in the territory of 

another contractor state.

Other legal forms to constitute an enterprise in Corrientes:

In all cases, the corresponding registrations should be done in:

• AFIP (General Direction of Public Revenues), DGR (General Direction of Rents) of Corrientes.

• Municipal Direction of Rents.

• INAES (National Institute of Social Economy), in the case of cooperatives. 

Regulatory Frame
• National Law Nº 19.550 of Commercial Societies and Modifications.

• National Law Nº 20.337 of Cooperatives. 

• Law Decree of the Province of Corrientes Nº 28 O.B. 12.06.2000) of the Registro de Personas 

Jurídicas (Registry of Legal Persons) and the Registro Público de Comercio (Public Registry of 

Commerce). 

For contact: General Inspection of Legal Persons and Public Registry of Commerce.

Phone: 0379 - 4421354  // Direction: Av. 3 de Abril Nº 1204 - Corrientes Capital - CP3400 - Argentina.

GENERAL
PARTNERSHIP

Denomination: It acts under social reason, formed with the name of some or all of its members.
Responsibility of its Members: Supportive, unlimited and subsidiary. 
Administration and Representation: According to contract or partner indistinctly. It may be joint action.

SIMPLE
LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP

Denomination: If it acts under social reason, it will be formed with the name of its partners with limited liability. 
It must be named “Simple Limited Partnership” or its abbreviation (S.L.P).
Responsibility of its Members: General partner: Supportive, unlimited and subsidiary. 
Limited partner: limited to the capital they are obliged to pay.   
Administration and Representation: General partners or third ones assigned.

CAPITAL AND
INDUSTRY
PARTNERSHIP

Name: Acting under social reason, it cannot appear the name of the industrial member. 
“Capital and Industry Partnership” or its abbreviation should be stated.
Responsibility of its members: Capitalist members: unlimited, supportive and subsidiary. 
Industrial members: unlimited responsibility on uncollected incomes.
Administration and representation: By any member. 

MIXED 
ECONOMY 
COMPANY

Setting-up: By unique act or public subscription.
Capital: The corporation capital should be totally subscribed at the moment of its formation and the 25% integrated.
When subscription is made with non-�nancial assets, the total should be integrated before asking for approval by the control
authority. The capital surplus should be integrated by shareholders within a two-year term. 
The minimum capital is $15.000. Shareholders may increase capital up to �ve times without o�cial approval. 
Responsibility of the Public Administration: Exclusively limited to its membership contributions. 
Organ of Government: Assembly. 
Organ of Administration and representation: Board of directors. The presidency and at least a third part of their members
should be made up of the public administration.

COOPERATIVES
(LAW Nº20.337)

De�nition: It is an autonomous association of people voluntarily grouped to face their necessities and common economic, social 
and cultural ambitions by a corporation of joint and democratically controlled property.
Types: 
Of Labor, Provision, Provision of Public Services, Housing, Consumption,  Credit, Insurance, Cooperative Banks.
Organ of Government: Assembly. 
Organ of Administration: Administration Council 
Organ of Internal Supervision: Audit Committee. External Audit: Public accountant.



76. Foreign Investments
76. Law of Foreign Investments
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With the object of stimulating the investment in the 
provincial territory, Corrientes falls within the national 
legal framework and international agreements that 
positions us as a safe destination for investors.

5
LEGISLATION ON FOREIGN 
INVESTMENTS AND
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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Foreign Investments
Foreign investments in Argentina have a wide legal protection under a national and international 

regulatory range placing Argentina as a safe destination to foreign investors. 

The National Constitution offers the foreigner an egalitarian treatment from its Preamble and 

recognizes the same rights as inhabitants in its section 20. 

• Section 20: “Foreigners enjoy within the territory of the Nation all the civil rights of citizens; 

they may exercise their industry, trade and profession; own real property, buy and sell it; navigate 

the rivers and coasts; practice freely their religion; make wills and marry under the laws. They are 

not obliged to accept citizenship nor to pay extraordinary compulsory taxes. They may obtain 

naturalization papers residing two uninterrupted years in the Nation; but the authorities may 

shorten this term in favour of those so requesting it, alleging and proving services rendered to 

the Republic”.

Law of Foreign Investments
The Law of Foreign Investments N° 21.382 and the National Decree 1853/93- define the legal 

framework that directs foreign investments. 

This law is addressed to foreign investors that invest capital in the country in any of the established 

ways in it, destined to the realization of economic activities -industrial, mining, agricultural and 

livestock, commercial, financial, of services and others related to production and interchange of 

goods and services- or the enlargement or improvement of the existing activities regardless of 

previous approval and determines that such investors will have the same rights and duties that 

the Constitution and the rules establish to the national investors.

Such regulations establish definitions destined to rule the foreign investment:

• INVESTMENT OF FOREIGN CAPITAL:

All contributions of capital belonging to foreign investors applied to economic activities made 

in the country and/or the acquisition of participation in the capital of an existing local enterprise 

from foreign investors. 

• FOREIGN INVESTOR:

Every person (physical or legal) with an address out of the national territory¸ titular of an invest-

ment of foreign capital and the local enterprises of foreign capital, when investors in other local 

enterprises.

• LOCAL ENTERPRISE OF FOREIGN CAPITAL:

Every enterprise with an address in the territory of the Argentinian Republic in which physical 

or legal persons with address out of it, were proprietors directly or indirectly of more than the 

49% of the capital or account for the necessary amount of votes to prevail in the shareholders’ 

assemblies or partners’ meetings.

• LOCAL ENTERPRISE OF NATIONAL CAPITAL:

Every enterprise with an address in the territory of the Argentinian Republic in which physical or 

legal persons also with an address in it, were proprietors directly or indirectly in no less than the 

51% of the capital and account for the necessary amount of votes to prevail in the shareholders’ 

assemblies or partners’ meetings.

RIGHTS TO THE FOREIGN INVESTOR

FORMS IN WHICH FOREIGN INVESTMENTS CAN BE MATERIALIZED

The Law of Foreign Investments also establishes the treatment for the transitory contributions 

and to the relationship among controlling and controlled enterprises.

Transitory Funds (exception): The transitory funds of foreign capital done because of the ca-

rrying out of location contracts of things, works, services or others are not found in the Law and 

shall be ruled by the terms of the respective contracts conform to the legal regulations that were 

applicable even though the holders of those contributions could choose to make their invest-

ments within the terms of the Law.

Link between controlling and controlled enterprises: The legal acts celebrated between a lo-

cal enterprise of foreign enterprise and the enterprise that directly or indirectly controls it or any 

other branch of it, shall be considered to all effects, as celebrated between independent parts 

when their services and conditions are adjusted to the normal practice of the market between 

independent entities.

International Agreements
Argentina participates actively in different organizations, forums and international negotiations 

related to diverse themes that do with the social, political and economic life of the country.

The one related to international investments are particularly given in the bilateral sphere among 

Argentina and various countries.

TRANSFER ABROAD THE NET PROFITS COMING FROM THEIR INVESTMENTS AS WELL AS TO REPATRIATE THE INVESTMENT.

USE ANY OF THE LEGAL FORMS OF ORGANIZATION PROVIDED FOR BY THE NATIONAL LEGISLATION.

MAKE USE OF THE INTERNAL CREDIT WITH THE SAME RIGHTS AND UNDER THE SAME CONDITIONS OF THE LOCAL ENTERPRISES OF NATIONAL CAPITAL.

FOREIGN CURRENCY OF FREE CONVERTIBILITY.

GOODS OF CAPITAL, ITS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

PROFITS OR CAPITAL IN NATIONAL CURRENCY BELONGING TO FOREIGN INVESTORS, ALWAYS LEGALLY FOUND IN CONDITIONS TO BE 
TRANSFERRED ABROAD.

CAPITALIZATION OF EXTERNAL CREDITS IN FOREIGN CURRENCY OF FREE CONVERTIBILITY.

NON-MATERIAL ASSETS ACCORDING TO THE SPECIFIC LEGISLATION.

OTHER WAYS OF CONTRIBUTION CONSIDERED IN SPECIAL AND PROMOTION REGIMES.
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• REGIONAL SPHERE

Argentina has subscribed to a series of regional economic agreements that allow the foreign s to 

have an excellent platform to widen the access of their products to the Latin American markets.

Among these agreements, it is remarkable the Tratado de Asunción (Treaty of Asuncion) celebra-

ted on March 26th, 1991 by which MERCOSUR is created. That treaty is registered in the frame 

of the Latin American Integration Association (LAIA) as Agreement of Partial Reach of Economic 

Complementation (Acuerdo de Alcance Parcial de Complementacion Economica). 

MERCOSUR is made up of Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay and Venezuela. Bolivia, Chile, 

Colombia, Perú and Ecuador are states associated to MERCOSUR.

• MULTILATERAL SPHERE

Argentina is a member of different international organizations playing a much more important, 

participative and compromised role. Some of them are:   

LAIA (Latin American Integration Association)

IDB (Interamerican Development Bank)

CAN (Andean Community)

IFC (International Financial Corporation)

IMF (International Monetary Fund)

G-20 - Group of the 20

G-77 - Group of the 77

GR (Permanent Mechanism of Political Consultation and Concertation - Rio Group)

ICPO (International Criminal Police Organization)

OEA (Organization of American States)

IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency)

LAEO (Latin American Energy Organization)

WTO (World Trade Organization)

IMO (International Maritime Organization)

WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization)

WHO (World Health Organization)

UNWTO (World Tourism Organization)

UN (United Nations)

UNASUR (Union of South American Nations)

UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) - ONUDI (United Nations 

Industrial Development Organisation)

UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)

• BILATERAL SPHERE

Argentina has 59 standing Bilateral Agreements of Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of 

Investments (Acuerdos Bilaterales de Promoción y Protección Recíproca de Inversiones) with 

many countries in the world that offer wide promotion and protection to investments and 

foreign investors.

GERMANY

ARGELIA

ARMENIA

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

BOLIVIA

BRAZIL

BULGARY

CANADA

CHILE

CHINA

KOREA 

COSTA RICA

CROATIA

CUBA

DENMARK

ECUADOR

EGYPT

EL SALVADOR

COUNTRIES N° OF ACT

ACT Nº 24.098

ACT Nº 25.538

ACT Nº 24.395

ACT Nº 24.728

ACT Nº 24.328

ACT Nº 24.458

ACT Nº 23.935

ACT Nº 24.401

ACT Nº 24.125

ACT Nº 24.342

ACT Nº 24.325

ACT Nº 24.682

ACT Nº 25.139

ACT Nº 24.563

ACT Nº 24.770

ACT Nº 24.397

ACT Nº 24.459

ACT Nº 24.248

ACT Nº 25.023

SPAIN

THE PHILIPPINES

FINLAND

FRANCE

GREECE

GUATEMALA

HOLAND

HUNGRY

INDIA

INDONESIA

ISRAEL

ITALY

JAMAICA

LITHUANIA

MALASIA

MOROCCO

MEXICO

NICARAGUA

NEW ZEELAND

COUNTRIES N° OF ACT

ACT Nº 24.118

ACT Nº 25.481

ACT Nº 24.614

ACT Nº 24.100

ACT Nº 25.695

ACT Nº 25.350

ACT Nº 24.352

ACT Nº 24.335

ACT Nº 25.540

ACT Nº 24.814

ACT Nº 24.771

ACT Nº 24.122

ACT Nº 24.549

ACT Nº 24.984

ACT Nº 24.613

ACT Nº 24.890

ACT Nº 24.972

ACT Nº 25.351

ACT Nº 25.539

PANAMA

PERU

POLAND

PORTUGAL

UNITED KINGDOM

CECH REPUBLIC

ROMANIA

RUSSIA

SENEGAL

SUDAFRICA

SWEEDEN

SWITZERLAND

THAILAND

TUNISIA

TURKEY

UKRAINE

USA

VENEZUELA

VIETNAM

COUNTRIES N° OF ACT

ACT Nº 24.971

ACT Nº 24.680

ACT Nº 24.101

ACT Nº 24.593

ACT Nº 24.184

ACT Nº 24.983

ACT Nº 24.456

ACT Nº 25.353

ACT Nº 24.396

ACT Nº 25.352

ACT Nº 24.117

ACT Nº 24.099

ACT Nº 25.532

ACT Nº 24.394

ACT Nº 24.340

ACT Nº 24.681

ACT Nº 24.124

ACT Nº 24.457

ACT Nº 24.778

PARTICIPATION OF ARGENTINA IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF INVESTMENTS

Argentina is member of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), the Overseas 

Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), the International Centre for Settlement of Investment 

Disputes (CIADI) and the World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies (WAIPA).
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TYPES OF RESIDENCE

PERMANENT TEMPORARY TRANSITORY

• RELATIVE OF ARGENTINIAN CITIZEN OR 
PERMANENT RESIDENT

• MIGRANT WITH OWN CAPITAL

• RELATIVE OF TEMPORARY RESIDENT

• TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES

• STUDENTS /RELIGIOUS PEOPLE

• HIRED WORKERS

• SEASONAL  WORKERS

• RENTIER/PENSIONER

• TRANSIT

• TOURISM

• CREW

• MEDICAL TREATMENT

• STUDIES ON MARKETING AND 
BUSINESSMEN

• PAID TASKS PER FIFTEEN-DAY TERM

GERMANY

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

BOLIVIA

BRAZIL

CANADA

COUNTRIES N° OF ACT

ACT Nº 22.025/25332

ACT Nº 25.238

ACT Nº 22.589

ACT Nº 24.850

ACT Nº 21.780

ACT Nº 22.675

ACT Nº 24.398

CHILE

DENMARK

SPAIN

FINLAND

FRANCE

ITALY

COUNTRIES N° OF ACT

ACT Nº 23.228/26.232

ACT Nº 24.838

ACT Nº 24.258

ACT Nº 24.654

ACT Nº 22.357/26.276

ACT Nº 22.747/25.396

THE NETHERLANDS

NORWAY

UNITED KINGDOM

SWEEDEN

RUSSIA

COUNTRIES N° OF ACT

ACT Nº 24.933

ACT Nº 25.461

ACT Nº 24.727

ACT Nº 24.795

ACT Nº 26.185

Provisory standing 
agreement since 
1/01/2001

SWITZERLAND

Agreements to avoid double taxation
Argentina has signed 19 agreements to avoid international double taxation and prevent tax 

evasion. These treaties try to avoid that investments made among signatory countries to pay 

the rent, capital and /or patrimony taxes twice. As the main benefit of signed agreements, 

there exists the rate deduction of taxes on incomes over royalties and interests paid abroad.

Argentina has also signed some agreements to avoid double taxation as regards international 

transport.

Some of the countries are the United States, Ecuador, Israel, Venezuela, Spain, Paraguay, Mexico, 

United Kingdom and Panamá.

Migratory Regulations
The migratory policy of the country is defined according to the Law Nº 25.871, Decree Nº 

616/2010 and is applied by the National Direction of Migration of the Ministry of the Interior of the 

Argentinian Republic. 

The state guarantees equality of treat to foreigners as well as the egalitarian access to the immi-

grants and their families under the same conditions of protection, asylum and rights that have 

the national ones, in particular, those referred to social services, public goods, health, education, 

justice, work, employment and social security. 

In this way, all those people that wish to reside in the Argentinian Republic shall have to frame 

their applications in one of the criteria of admission (permanent, temporary or transitory residence). 

With the permission of entering and the issued visa and after coming into the country, foreigners 

come to be automatically settled down and can process -in case it corresponds- their National 

Identity Document at the National Registry of Persons. 

To settle a business in Argentina it is necessary to have a permanent or temporary residence. 

There are no restrictions about nationality of managers in companies, although they are demanded 

to have a legal address in Argentina. 

Foreign investors may get a permanent residence whenever they prove the investment made; 

in case they present the corresponding deposit; an investment project and the feasibility of the 

proposal presented, they may get a residence of one year-term until the project concretion with 

the effective investment is proved.  

Further information: 

Ministry of the Interior of the Nation - General Direction of Persons.

www.mininterior.gov.ar



6
HUMAN RESOURCES AND
LABOUR LEGISLATION

84. Legal Frame
84. Modalities of Hiring

In every economic activity, the human factor is the key for 
business success. Getting to know the legal framework 
that regulates this enterprise aspect is signi�cant for 
working within the normal demand of the argentine 
labour system.

MIGRATION BRIGADE AND FOREST FIRE FIGHTING
Gov. Virasoro, Corrientes
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Legal Frame
The legal frame for hiring staff in Argentina is given by a set of regulations, the most important 
ones are:

LAW OF EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT Nº 20.744

REGIME OF AGRARIAN WORK Nº 22.248 AND ACT N° 26.727

LAW OF LABOUR RISK Nº 24.557

LAW OF BENEFIT SOCIETY Nº 23.660

RETIREMENT ACT Nº 24.241

Modalities of Hiring 
The employment contract can assume different modalities. However, the general rule and, in 

practice, it is given by the contract of indeterminate time, whose object is the permanency and 

continuity of the relation.

A- CONTRACT BY INDETERMINATE TIME

The typical form of employment contract in Argentina is for an indeterminate time that implies 

labour relation that lasts until any determined cause avoids its continuity, among which are: the 

worker’s renunciation, dismissal with or without cause by the employer’s will, retirement (with all 

legal requisites) or death.

The first three months correspond to the period called “test period”. During this period the 

employer has to register the working relation and both parts have the rights and duties of the 

relation; with the exception that, during that period, the employee and the employer can finish 

the working relation without being obliged to exploit the cause of that decision and without the 

right to any compensation for the employee. Whichever defines that situation shall have to make 

notice 15 days before to the counterpart.

B- EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT FOR A FIXED TERM

This contractual modality has a fixed term of duration that can be no more than 5 years. It may be 

used when there are reasons to justify the celebration of a contract for a fixed term, for example, 

to a new permanent vacancy within and enterprise or the post of a licensed worker. 

The contract has to be celebrated by writing, establishing its time of duration. Also, the employer 

has the obligation of noticing the worker (via document letter or collated telegram) the extinction 

of the contract beforehand in a term of no less than a month and no more than two months.

Legal Framework Act Nº 20.744 Articles. 90, 93 to 95

C- EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT FOR A SEASON

The Section 96 of the LEC (Law of Employment Contract) determines that there shall be em-

ployment contract for a season when the tasks correspond to the normal development of the 

enterprise and by its own nature have to be developed only during some periods of the year and 

subject to claim in each cycle regarding the type of activity. 

This type of contract reaches the benefit of those workers that carry out activities such as those 

related to tourism, harvest time of sugar and the rural activities entailed in the fruit production 

(citrus fruits, fine fruits, etc). The last activity is excluded of the National Regime of Agrarian Work 

(Law Nº N 26.727). 

In a working relation found under the modality of work for a season, the contract will be exe-

cuted plainly during the period of activity, while during the periods of vacation the duties of 

accomplishment cease and the worker does not provide services and the employer does not pay 

the remuneration. 

Legal Framework Act Nº 20.744, Sections 96 to 98

D- CONTRACT OF EVENTUAL WORK

When the work benefit is required by the employer to satisfy the realization of non-habitual tasks 

to the common activities of the enterprise (for example the remodeling of an industrial establi-

shment or the presentation of its products in an enterprise event) or tasks that without being out 

of the habitual labour of the enterprise, exceed it in quality or quantity (for example to supplant 

an absent worker or satisfy a major demand of work) the modality of contract of eventual work 

can be used. 

Legal Framework Act Nº 20.744, Sections 99 and 100

REMUNERATION

The amount in concept of remuneration shall be equal to the value determined for the category 

or place corresponding to the worker in the scale of the Collective Agreement applicable to the 

activity or the enterprise in which the worker is. 

Regarding remuneration, the employer has the following duties:

MINIMUM, VITAL AND MOVABLE SALARY

In any case the total remuneration of a monthly worker who accomplishes a legal journey to full 

time can be inferior to the minimum, vital and movable salary guaranteed by the sections 14 Bis 

of the National Constitution and 161 of the Law of Employment Contract (LEC).

The salary is determined by the National Council of Employment, Productivity and the “Minimum, 

Vital and Movable Salary” integrated by representatives of the enterprises, the trade union sector 

and the National Executive Power.

MAKE THE PAYMENT IF THE SALARY IN MONEY THROUGH A DEPOSIT IN A BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE WORKER’S NAME.

DELIVER A SALARY RECEIPT THAT HAS TO BE MADE IN DOUBLE COPIES.

ACCOMPLISH THE TERMS OF PAYMENT TO THE EMPLOYEE ACCORDING TO THE MODALITY OF THE CONTRACT (WEEKLY, MONTHLY OR FOR
THE WORK DONE) REGARDING WHAT IS ESTABLISHED IN THE SECTION 126 OF THE ACT Nº 20.744.
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Some examples of standing Collective Agreements of Employment up to November /2015

Calculation per hour is made taking 200 monthly hours

PROMEDIO:

AGREEMENT OF BUSINESS 
EMPLOYEES

AR$
AVERAGE
CATEGORY

NET WAGE

TAXES

CONTRIBUTIONS

MONTHLY TOTAL

COST HOUR

8.555

1.882

2.994

13.431

67,16

AGREEMENT OF GASTRONOMIC 
AND HOTELS EMPLOYEES

AR$

8.246

1.814

2.886

12.946

64,73

REGIME OF AGRICULTURAL WORK

AR$

7.390

1.626

2.587

11.602

58,01

AGREEMENT OF TIMBER
MERCHANTS

AR$

11.749

2.585

4.112

18.446

92,23

Minimum Category Agreement + Maximum Category Agreement

2

COMPLEMENTARY ANNUAL SALARY 

Every worker has to receive a Complementary Annual Salary (“Aguinaldo”). The Law Nº 1078/84 

establishes that the Complementary Annual Salary has to be calculated on the 50% of the major 

monthly remuneration coming by all concepts with the semesters that end in the months of 

June and December of every year. The complementary annual salary will be paid in two fees: the 

first on 30th June and the second one on 31st December of every year.

SOCIAL SECURITY

The enterprises make management contributions to attend the services of social security of their 

employees. These contributions help to cover partially the family assignments, medical services, 

the retirement and pensions and the unemployment situation. The contributions rise to a 27% 

for the employers whose main activity is the lease and lending of services and a 23% for the rest 

of the employers.

HOLIDAYS

The annual ordinary leave (holidays) is the period of continual and paid rest given by the emplo-

yer to the employee. The number of days will depend on the length of service of employees: less 

than 5 years, 14 continuous days; more than 5 years and less than 10 years, 21 continuous days; 

more than 10 to 20 years, 21 continuous days and more than 20 years, 35 continuous days. The 

employee must have given service as a minimum for a half of the working days of the calendar 

year. If employees do not complete the minimum time, they will have a period of rest that will be 

computed as a day of rest for every twenty days of work.

FIXED NATIONAL HOLIDAYS (YEAR 2016)

Fixed and movable holidays are established by the National Executive Power under Decree 

N°1584/2010.

NATIONAL MOVABLE HOLIDAYS

REMUNERATION IN NON-WORKING DAYS AND HOLIDAYS 

In these days workers shall receive the remuneration as it were a holiday. In case they work, they 

shall receive the habitual salary with a 100% more.

EMPLOYMENT RISKS

The employer is obliged by law to hire an Insurance Company of Employment Risks (ART) or to take 

out insurance to cover all the employees in case of industrial accidents or occupational diseases.

CONMEMORATION

AUGUST 17TH

OCTOBER 12TH

NOVEMBER 20TH

PASSAGE TO INMORTALITY OF GENERAL JOSÉ DE SAN MARTÍN

DAY OF RESPETO FOR CULTURAL DIVERSITY

DAY OF NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY

HOLIDAY

MONDAY, 15TH AUGUST

MONDAY, 10TH OCTOBER

MONDAY 28TH  NOVEMBER

DATE DAY

FRIDAY

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

MONDAY

SATURDAY

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

CONMEMORATION

NEW YEAR

CARNIVAL

NATIONAL DAY IN MEMORY OF TRUTH AND JUSTICE

HOLY FRIDAY - CHRISTIAN HOLIDAY

DAY OF THE VETERANS AND  FALLEN IN THE MALVINAS WAR

WORKER’S DAY

DAY OF MAY REVOLUTION

PASSAGE TO IMMORTALITY OF THE GENERAL MANUEL BELGRANO

INDEPENDENCE’S DAY

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION OF MARY

CHRISTMAS

JANUARY 1ST

FEBRUARY 8TH AND 9TH

MARCH 24TH

MARCH 25TH

APRIL 2ND

MAY 1ST

MAY 25TH

JUNE 20TH

JULY 9TH

DECEMBER 8TH 

DECEMBER 25TH
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OBLIGATORY LIFE INSURANCE

Likewise, the employer has the obligation to hire a life insurance for the employees from the very 

first day of activity in the enterprise. This insurance only covers risks for death of the workers. 

MATERNITY LEAVE

Every woman has guaranteed the right to stability in her employment during pregnancy. The 

Law of Employment Contract establishes the leave for pregnancy prohibiting the work of the 

feminine staff during 45 days before birth and 45 days after. However, the pregnant woman can 

choose to reduce the period before birth, in which case cannot be less than 30 days. The rest of 

the total period shall be accumulated after the birth to the period of rest.

OTHER LICENSES

The employee will have the following special paid licenses:

• Birth of a son: two continuous days.

• Marriage: ten continuous days.

• Death of wife, common-law wife, sons and parents: three continuous days.

• Death of a brother: one day.

• Secondary education or university exams: two continuous days for each exam with a maximum 

of ten days per calendar year.

• Sick leave: 30 annual days.

WORKING JOURNEY

Regarding the modality of hiring, the employer has to accomplish an average of 48 hours weekly. 

Between each journey there shall be a minimum of 12 hours of rest. To this respect, each 

Collective Agreement establishes its working journey.

DISMISSALS

The employment contract cannot be annulled by the will of one of the parts without previous 

notice. If it is annulled by the employer’s will, compensation has to be paid. The LEC regulates the 

pre-notice (Art. 231) and establishes that when the parts do no fix it in a major term, it will be with 

the following anticipation: 

a) by the employee, of 15 days

b) by the employer, of 15 days when the employee were in a test period; of a month when the 

employee has a length of service at work of no more than five years and of two months when it 

were superior  (Act Nº 25.877).

In general, the amount of a compensation for unjustified dismissal shall be of one month of salary 

per year of length of service or fraction major to three months (Art. 245 Law Nº 20.744).However, 

this amount varies depending on the circumstances, antecedents and modalities of hiring.

REGISTER OF THE WORKING RELATION

Whichever is the contractual modality that the employer selects and agrees with the employee 

to frame the lending of services in a dependant relation, the obligation for the employer is generated 

to register this working relation, even during the test period, in the case of the contract for an 

undetermined time. 

For that object, the employer has to have a Unique Key of Tributary Identification (CUIT) and also 

has to be registered as employer. Both proceedings are made at the offices of the Federal Admi-

nistration of Public Revenues (AFIP). If the employer does not possess a Unique Key of Labour 

Identification (CUIL), he will apply for it at the National Administration of Social Security (ANSES). 

By means of an identification system of registration “My simplification”, the employer shall inform 

the employer’s registration, through a unique procedure, in the corresponding Social Service 

and the insurance company of Employment risks which hired the cover of employment risks will 

communicate the applicable collective convention of work, the data about the family relations 

of that employee and other significant ones about the labour relation. 

The employer has to communicate the registration of the new employee up to the immediate 

day before the date of the effective start and also when they were individuals whose modality of 

hiring were the probationary period.

The procedure can be done through Internet having access to the institutional site of the Fede-

ral administration of Public Income (www,afip.gov.ar) or personally at the branch of the AFIP in 

which the employer is registered.

The employer also has to register the employee with the relevant data of the labour relation, in 

the Special Book of Wages and Journals that establishes the Art.52 of the LEC which has to be 

signed by the local labour organization and has to be taken in the same conditions of the trade 

books.

During the standing of the labour relation, the employer shall inform through the presentation 

of an affidavit (Form AFIP 931), the data of the employees under his dependence and the paid 

remuneration, calculating and entering into the system of social security the contributions and 

taxes that correspond. 

In case of extinguishing the labour relation, whatever the cause were, the employer has to 

communicate the drop at the Register of Admissions and Drops in Matters of Social Security 

within a term of five days counted from the date inclusive the expiry of the labour contract was 

produced.

The registration of the labour relation shall let the employee have the benefits of the social security 

that the law recognizes:

BE CHARGED WITH FAMILY ASSIGNMENTS.

TO GET A RETIREMENT WHEN CORRESPONDING OR A PENSION FOR INVALIDITY IN CASE OF SUFFERING ANY ILLNESS THAT LEAVES THE 
EMPLOYEE UNABLE TO KEEP ON DEVELOPING TASKS. 

IN THE CASE OF EXPIRY OF THE LABOUR RELATION BY A CAUSE OUT OF THE EMPLOYEE’S WILLINGNESS, GET THE BENEFIT BY
UNEMPLOYMENT.

BE COVERED WITH THE INSURANCE FOR INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES (ART).

ACCOUNT FOR A HEALTH CARE (BENEFIT SOCIETY) FOR THE EMPLOYEE AND FAMILY.



7

92. National, Provincial and Municipal Taxes
92. National Taxes
95. Incomes in Corrientes Province
97. Municipal Rates

Knowing the structure of taxation of the local economy is 
fundamental for projecting the enterprise political structure. 
The national, provincial and municipal taxes are decisive 
in this respect.

MINISTRY OF TREASURE AND FINANCE OF CORRIENTES
Corrientes, Capital

TAX STRUCTURE
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National, Provincial and Municipal Taxes
The tax structure for Corrientes province is composed by national and provincial taxes, as well as 

municipal duties.

In the national scope, the main taxes are:

• Income Tax.

• Tax on Minimum Presumptive Income.

• Value Added Tax.

• Excise Duties. 

• Tax on Personal Assets.

Likewise, the main provincial taxes are:

• Tax on Gross Income.

• Stamp Tax.

• Real-Estate Tax.

Meanwhile, Municipalities apply rates to cover costs of given services and there are some specific 

taxes of a lesser amount.

National Taxes
INCOME TAX 

a. Enterprises:

All profits, including the ones from capital are levied on this tax. 

Enterprises residing in Argentina pay taxes on their world income, being able to count as payment 

on account of this tax, the sums paid in cash per analogous taxes on their activities abroad. The 

rate applied to the taxable incomes is 35%. 

A non-resident enterprise, without an office or other permanent establishment in Argentina, is 

taxable only on incomes and capital profits with a source in Argentina. 

b. Individuals:

Individuals residing in Argentina are taxable to income taxes at progressive rates on the world 

income. Rates vary between 9% and 35% depending on the income level. 

Non-resident Individuals pay taxes only on their Argentinian source income.

Deductions:

In general, expenses to get and keep taxable incomes are deductible, so they must count with 

documentary support or another acceptable proof.

- Provisions and reserves.

- Taxes.

- Interests.

- Managers’ fees, royalties and fees per technical assistance. 

- Differences of change.

Distribution de dividends:

The portion of dividends or other utilities distributed in money or in kind that surpass incomes, 

on which incomes tax has been levied, is subject to a deduction with a character of unique and 

definite payment of 35%. 

Amortization:

All capital assets, except lands, that generate a taxable income, may be depreciated for tax purpo-

ses. Intangible assets may be amortized whenever they have a legal lifespan defined in contract or 

law. The tax law determines an annual amortization rate of 2% for buildings. 

Amortization percentages for other goods are not determined, in particular, but tax authorities 

generally accept the following rates: 5% for machinery and equipment, 10% for furniture and im-

plements and 20% for vehicles.

As regards aliquots, the tax is determined by applying to the net profit subject to tax – net profit 

excluding personal deductions –, a progressive rate according to 7 sections profit scale, being 

their minimum and maximum rates 9% and 35%, respectively. 

Legal Frame: National Act Nº 20.628 (Income Tax Law)

TAX ON MINIMUM PRESUMPTIVE INCOME

This tax levies on all assets (located permanently in Argentina and abroad) of enterprises settled 

in Argentina in an aliquot of 1%.  The amount paid in concept of income tax is considered as a 

payment account of this tax. If the determined income tax is higher than the determined tax on 

minimum presumptive income, only the first one is paid. On the contrary, if the determined tax 

on the minimum presumptive income is higher that the determined income tax, the surplus may 

be used up to 10 years more to compensate for potential surplus from income tax,  determined 

on the tax mentioned in the first place.

Net Gain Subject to Duty

From AR$ To AR$

Tax Payable

Fixed AR$ Percentage
Over Surplus
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VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT)

This tax levies on all sales of personal properties placed or put in the Argentinian territory; works, 

locations and provision of services done in the Argentinian territory and definite imports of 

personal goods. 

The VAT general rate is 21% but some services as electricity, natural gas and water supply, when 

the selling or provision is made outside the address for housing not for housing, are subject to a 

rate of 27%. On the other hand, sales of capital goods; transport (except international journeys); 

magazines, brochures and daily publications sales; prepaid medical assistance programs and 

interests on foreign and local banks loans pay 10,05%. 

Sales abroad (exports) are not taxable. This means the exporter does not have to add VAT on their 

sale operations; however, a credit is granted for VAT paid in supplies and services purchased for 

production of the good exported.

Legal Frame: National Act N° 23.349 (Law of Value Added Tax)

Regulatory Decree Nº 280/97

TAX ON PERSONAL ASSETS 

Individual residing in the country are to pay annually per this tax a sum equal to 0, 5% of 

their personal assets (placed in the country and abroad) whose value is between $ 305.000  

to $750.000, in Argentinian pesos, from $750.000 to $2.000.000 the 0,75%, from $2.000.000 to 

$5.000.000, 1%, and from $5.000.000 or more, 1,25%.

The computation of a tax credit is admitted per the analogous taxes paid abroad per properties 

placed outside the Argentinian territory. 

It is also applied on goods placed in Argentina, property of foreign individuals and some “offshore” 

companies without admitting deduction of the non-taxable minimum. Non-resident Individuals 

pay on their goods placed in the country. 

Likewise, physical persons and/or undivided inheritances residing in the country or abroad, and/or 

companies and/or any type of legal entity residing, settled or placed abroad, pay the tax on 

possession of shares or other society participations in associations in force by Law Nº 19.550 

(Law of Trade Corporations).

OVERALL RATE 21%

Increased Rate

Reduced Rate

Exempt

27%

10,5%

0%

Electricity, natural gas and  water supply excluding  the 
service destined for housing, others.

Capital Goods, transport, Journals,
basic necessity food, others.

Education, health, milk, bank deposits, others.

GENERAL TRADE

EXCISE DUTIES

These taxes levy on some consumer goods and specific services at different rates. They are paid 

by the first consumer or the importer in the case of goods for self-consumption. The main 

products reached are tobacco, alcohol, petrol, lubricants, wine, champagne, beer, gold, furs, 

watercrafts and luxury objects.

Incomes in Corrientes Province
Among the factors to be analysed in a project development are the tax location and structure to 

which the project will be subject to. 

In the Argentinian Republic the tax pressure has experimented a considerable increase  if it is 

compared to the last decade values, on average between 1990-2000 this variable placed itself 

among the 15% and 20%, to become in the period between 2001-2010, among the 21% and 

34%; standing ahead of the rest of the Latin American Countries. 

The previous analysis applies in the same way to the Argentine provinces that have been increasing 

their taxation structure to a larger extent during the last decade. However, in this context the 

Province of Corrientes presents a very favourable tax structure for the productive activities. 

In general terms, the province has one of the lower tax pressures of the country, and in particular 

it presents one of the lower aliquots of the gross income tax (the main tax of the provinces). It 

is important to highlight that the primary and secondary sector activities are taxed at zero-rate, 

that is to say, these activities are not subject to gross income tax.

CHART: Provincial Tax Burden - Year 2015
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TAX ON GROSS INCOME

The habitual tax year and at onerous title of trade, industry, profession, job, business, provision of 

goods, works and services or any other activity done at onerous title –profitable or not- whatever 

nature of the individual who renders it, including cooperative corporations and the place where 

it is done (port zones, railway spaces, aerodromes and airports, bus stations, public and private 

buildings and places or any types of similar nature), are reached by the tax on Gross Income.  

Rates vary according to the economic activity. Productive activities (primary and industrial) in 

general, have some exemptions. The general aliquot is of 2,90%. 

In the section 134 of the Fiscal Code of Corrientes, exemptions to this provincial tax, are explicit, 

among some of them are mentioned: 

• Primary activity in the first sale.

• Industrial activity in the first sale.

• Liberal professions.

STAMP TAX

Acts, contracts and operations done at onerous title, formalized in the provincial territory in 

subscribed public or private instruments that express the will of their parties shall be levied on 

the stamps tax.  Documents such as deeds, delivered invoices, promissory notes and credit titles 

are taxable too.

REAL-ESTATE TAX 

Titular of assets, usufructuaries and holders as owner title should pay annually per every real-estate 

located in Corrientes, the tax that results from aliquots and the minimum fixed by the Tax Law. The 

taxable amount is constituted by the tax valuation of the real-estate, multiplied by the annual coe-

fficients of updating fixed with a general character by the Executive Power.

Legal Frame: Provincial Act Nº 3.037/ 1983 (Fiscal Code, Tariff Law and Complementary Regulations 

of the Province of Corrientes), Tariff Law (Provincial Act N° 6.249/2013)

NATION

Tax Administration Department - DGI
Federal Administration of Public Revenues
www.a�p.gov.ar
E-mail: mayuda@a�p.gov.ar
Telephone: 0810-999-2347

CORRIENTES

Revenue Department of the  Province of Corrientes
Treasury Department of Corrientes
www.dgrcorrientes.gov.ar
E-mail: mesadeayuda@dgrcorrientes.gov.ar
Telephone: 0810-555-7376

Municipal Rates 

The municipalities charge rates in concept of Industrial Security, Hygiene and Cleaning services 

and others stated by their own Magna Carta. They may be established according to declared 

incomes, type of activity, staff number, built square metres, etc.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL TAXES
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100. Guide of Procedures
100. Registrations at National level
102. Registrations at Provincial level
103. Registrations at Municipal level
104. Habilitations per productive sectors

This chapter includes detailed information about the steps 
to follow in enrolment procedures in a dynamic way before 
the o�ces directly connected to the investments develop-
ment.

GUIDE OF PROCEDURES

GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF TAXES OF CORRIENTES
TAXPAYER’S ADVICE BUROU, Corrientes Capital
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To put into operation an industrial / commercial / recreational establishment of local, foreign or 

mixed capitals; undertaking of personal, partner or cooperative type; mixed companies or profit/ 

non-profit mixed companies into operation in the province of Corrientes, a series of national 

and provincial registrations and habilitations must be fulfilled. The main participant entities are 

detailed as follows:

Registrations at National level 
AFIP - Federal Administration of Public Revenues

The Federal Administration of Public Revenues is a decentralized organization of the Ministry of 

Economy of the Nation responsible for the administration of the national taxes, control of foreign 

trade and conduct ion of the resources of social security.

The AFIP is formed by three general directions:

• General Tax Direction (DGI): 

Income Tax.

Tax on Personal Assets.

Tax on Minimum Presumptive Income.

Value Added Tax.

Guide of Procedures

REGISTRATIONS

AFIP-DGI

AFIP DGA

AFIP - DGRSS

ANSES

ANMAT -INAL

SENASA

UCESCI

INASE

DGR

IGPJ

ICAA

TAX ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT

DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF CUSTOMS

DIRECTORATE GENERAL FOR SOCIAL
SECURITY RESOURCES

DIRECTORATE GENERAL FOR SOCIAL 
SECURITY RESOURCES

NATIONAL FOOD INSTITUTE

NATIONAL AGRIFOOD HEALTH AND 
QUALITY SERVICE

COORDINATION AND EVALUATION UNIT OF
SUBSIDIES FOR INTERNAL CONSUMPTION

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SEEDS

GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF TAXES

GENERAL BUREAU FOR LEGAL PERSONS 
CONTROL

INSTITUTE FOR WATER AND ENVIRONMENT
OF CORRIENTES

NATIONAL TRIBUTARY REGIME

FOREIGN TRADE

SOCIAL SECURITY

PROVISIONAL

FOOD QUALITY

 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

COMMERCE OF GRAINS, 
ANIMALS AND BYPRODUCTS

PRODUCTION AND
COMMERCIALIZATION OF SEEDS

REGISTRATION IN PROVINCIAL TAXES
OF THE PROVINCE OF CORRIENTES

COMPANY REGISTRY

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Ministerio de Justicia y Derechos Humanos

Internal Taxes (on tobaccos; alcoholic drinks; beer; non-alcoholic drinks, syrup, extracts and 

concentrates; diesel-powered cars and motors; services of mobile and satellite telephony; 

champagnes; luxury objects and vehicles; cars and motors; recreation or sports boats and 

airplanes).

Tax on Liquid Fuels and Natural Gas.

General Direction of Customs (DGA): 

In charge of the application of legislation on import and export of goods, as well as traffic control 

of assets that enter and leave the customs territory. Its main function is to value, classify, verify 

and control the entrance and exit of goods as well as the ways in which they are carried, assuring 

the accomplishment of the standing dispositions.

• General Direction of Resources of Social Security (DGRSS):

In charge of the collection and supervision of resources that finance the assistance of the Social 

Security.

Some of the transactions to be initiated before the organization are the following:

• Get the Identification Number for Taxpayers (CUIT).

• Registration, modification and cancellation of Taxes and Regimes.

• Sworn declaration of VAT, personal assets.

• Get the tax code for self-management.

• Registration, modification and cancellation to the regime of the Monotributo, General Regime 

(autonomous workers), operators of foreign trade.

• Fiscal Register of presses, auto-printers and Importers (RG 100).

• Customs Regimes.

• Registrations of the operations of buying and selling of grains not destined to sowing (General 

Resolution N° 2300, Year 2007).

• Regime of Retention - Employers’ Contributions - Application of Exclusion. 

• Register of Operators of Taxed products exempt by industrial destiny.

• Fiscal Register - Operators in Buying and Selling of Grains and Dry Beans.

• Register of operations of Grains Commercialization.

• Register of manufacturers of Recycling Materials.

• Register of real-estate operations and locations of immovable (GR 2820).

• Register of Registrations and Cancellations in matters of Social Security.

More information: www.afip.gov.ar

ANSES (National Administration of Social Security)

It is the decentralized entity of the Ministry of Work, Employment and Social Security of the Nation 

involved in the benefits of social security (family assignments, unemployment subsidies, provisional 

service, reimbursements, information and registration of workers, among others).

More information: www.anses.gob.ar
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ANMAT - INAL

The National Administration of Drugs, Foods and Medical Devices is an agency decentralized 

from the  ministry of Health of the Nation involved in the whole process of elaboration, traffic 

and commercialization of drugs, foodstuff, medicinal products, diagnosis reagents, cosmetics 

products, dietary supplements and household cleaning products.

The National Food Institute is in charge of the registration of establishments and foodstuffs 

that are commercialized directly to the public; it gives the number of RNPA (Notarial Registry of 

Alimentary Products) and RNE (National Registry of Establishments) among other transactions.

More information: www.anmat.gov.ar

SENASA

The National Food Safety and Quality Service (SENASA) has the mission of controlling and 

certifying the products and sub-products of animal and vegetal origin, their supplies and 

agrochemical waste as well as the Registry of Agricultural Products, articulate all the available 

tools for the prevention, eradication and control of animal illnesses including all the transmissible 

to men and the vegetal plagues that affect the agricultural production of the country. 

It controls the Federal Traffic, imports and exports of the products, by-products and derivatives 

from animal and vegetal origin, agro-foodstuffs, veterinarian medicines and agrochemicals, 

fertilizers and amendments; it habilitates productive establishments, it controls packaging 

and packing of imports /exports (NIM F15).

More information: www.senasa.gov.ar

UCESCI

The Unit of Coordination and Evaluation of Subsidies for the Internal Consumption, entity that 

replaces the ONCCA (National Office of Commercial Agricultural Control) has the function of 

controlling the system of compensation (Subsidies), the Register of Operations of Exports of 

some products and byproducts of animal and vegetal origin, the register of these operators, 

sworn declarations to export, among other procedures. 

More information:  www.ucesci.gob.ar, www.oncca.gov.ar

Registrations at Provincial level
DGR

The General Direction of Rents is the body in charge of the application of the Tax Code - Tariff 

Law of the Province of Corrientes. It has the mission of collecting all the taxes at provincial 

level (Tax on Gross Incomes, Stamp Tax, Real-estate Tax, others). Any enterprise that starts a 

commercial activity has to apply for the inscription and registration on the Gross Income at 

the DGR.

More information: www.dgrcorrientes.gov.ar

IGPJ

The General Inspection of Legal Persons (IGPJ) dependant on the Ministry of Government and 

Justice of the Province of Corrientes is in charge of the competence of the Public Registry of Trade 

(Registro Publico de Comercio) according to the Argentinian Trade Code. Any commercial society 

and/or legal person have to fulfill with the registration at this Registry. Regulatory frame Decree 

Law 28/00 and Regulation Decree 1533/00.

More information: www.corrientes.gob.ar

ICAA

The Corrientes Institute of Water and Environment is the autarkic body of the Provincial State 

involved in everything concerned to the Water Resources, Environmental Management, Fiscal 

Lands and Islands and Mining in the Corrientes territory. It has the faculty of applying the provincial 

law Nº 5067 of ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT. This sets the Sphere, Reach and Authority 

of Application, Environmental Impact Assessment and its content, Environmental Impact Study, 

Surveillance and Responsibility.

More information: www.icaa.gov.ar

Registrations at Municipal level
The main municipal habilitation corresponds to the Habilitation of Commercial and Industrial 

Establishments and/or of Services. Depending on the Municipality, the procedure may vary but 

basically the corresponding request for habilitation should be made including copy of ID of the 

owner, a Constitutive Contract or Social Statute in case of a PLC or a LC, Appointment Act for 

Representative, documentary proof of registration in AFIP, sketch of the business / industrial 

premises approved and certified by Firefighters, photocopy of the title deed, photocopy of the 

Location Contract or any other instrument that credits the right to occupation and documentary 

proof of inscription in the DGR of Corrientes Province.

General information and contact details of the municipalities of Corrientes:

www.corrientes.gov.ar/home/regiones
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CI
TR

US

Packing of fruit for consumption
in a fresh condition

Packing of fruit for export in a
fresh condition

SECTOR ENTERPRISE

- National Sanitary Record of Agricultural Producers
- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax/ social security registration (labour regime)
- Good Agricultural Practices (Optional. Required by The European Union)
- Registrations and habilitations of Packing Establishments and Fruit
Cold-stores
- Registration as citrus exporters - Register of SENASA exporters and/or
importers
- Good Manufacturing Practice (Optional. Required by The European Union)
- Containers and packaging - identi�cation - traceability - NIMF N° 15.
- Certi�cation Program of Fresh Citrus Fruit for Export to the European 
Union and markets with similar quarantine restrictions
- Registration in the list of enterprises to export to the Russian Federation

PROCEDURE / REGISTRATION / HABILITATION

- SENASA
- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR / AFIP

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR / AFIP 
- SENASA 
- DIRECTION OF PLANT PROTECTION

PARTICIPANT ENTITIES

Factory of  frozen concentrated
juices

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR / AFIP 
- SENASA 
- SIPI
- DIRECTION OF BROMATOLOGY OF CORRIENTES -
(INAL DELEGATION) MINISTRY OF HEALTH

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- National Sanitary Record of Agricultural Producers
- Register of Industry and Trade of the Province
- RNE - National Register of Establishment and  RNPA - National
Food Register

RI
CE

Rice production for local
consumption and export

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- Registration at the corresponding category: stockpiler, mill, exporter
- Register of Export Operations-ROE verde (green)
- National Sanitary Record of Agricultural Producers
- Register of SENASA exporters and/or importers
- RNPA and RNE

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR / AFIP 
- UCESCI (Former ONCCA)
- SENASA
- INAL

Industrialization: operators and
rice mills /exporters 

- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- National Sanitary Record of Agricultural Producers
- Register of producers
- Environmental Impact Assessment
- Registration of operations of buying /selling of grains
- Authorization for water extraction

- DGI and DGR / AFIP 
- SENASA
- UCESCI (EX ONCCA)
- AFIP
- ICAA 
- INAL

CA
TT

LE

For local consumption and export

Local and export cold-storage
plants

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- Register and Habilitation of establishments for slaughtering B, C and 
Rural types.
- Register and Habilitation of establishments for slaughtering A type 
(export).
- Register of exporters and/or importers

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- National Register of Agricultural Producers
- Habilitations of Rural Cattle establishments
- Vaccination calendars and sanitary control
- Rural establishments as cattle suppliers for export slaughtering or 
registry of Livestock Establishments of Fattening in Corral
- Bovine cattle suppliers for export slaughtering
- System of Identi�cation of Bovine cattle for Export

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR / AFIP
- ANIMAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE
- UCESCI (Former ONCCA)
- SENASA

- DGI and DGR / AFIP 
- SENASA 
- ANIMAL HEALTH DIRECTORATE
- FUCOSA
(CORRIENTES FUND FOR ANIMAL PROTECTION)

Habilitations per productive sectors
Depending on the type of activity, it will correspond the habilitation procedure. The following 

chart summarizes the most important ones. Non-exclusive list.

SECTOR ENTERPRISE PROCEDURE / REGISTRATION / HABILITATION PARTICIPANT ENTITIES

AP
IC

UL
TU

RA
L Honey, living material and

beehive by-products.
(local, consumption
industry and export)

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- National Record of Apicultural Producers
- Habilitation and supervision establishments for honey extraction,
storing, industrialization, fractioning and deposit
- Good Apicultural and Manufacturing Practices according to the case
- National Register of Establishment and National Food Register
(RNPA and RNE)
- Registry of exporters and/or importers
- De�nitive request and certi�cate of export, sampling and analysis
- Application of Creha Plan

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI AND DGR /AFIP 
-  FARM DEPARTMENT / APICULTURAL AREA /
PRODUCTION MINISTRY
- SENASA
- DIRECTION OF  BROMATOLOGY OF CORRIENTES
(INAL DELEGATION) - HEALTH MINISTRY

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- Good Manufacturing Practice (optional)
- Registration and habilitation of Establishments
- Containers and packaging - identi�cation
- National Register of Establishment - RNE and National Register of
Foodstu�  - RNPA 

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR / AFIP 
- SENASA
- DIRECTION OF BROMATOLOGY OF  CORRIENTES - 
(INAL DELEGATION). HEALTH MINISTRY

FO
RE

ST

Greenhouse

Forestations

Industries
(carpentries, impregnators,
manufactures, others)

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- Native and ornamental plants, palms and others: Greeenhouses
Record of Native species and storing
- Greenhouse Phytosanitary Habilitation of Palms for Export
- National Record of Trade and Supervision of Seeds

- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- To access the Bene�ts of Law Nº 25.080 of investments promotion in 
new forest enterprises and the expansion of forests: Registration in the 
Registry of Forests and Forest-industrial Enterprises.
- Environmental Impact Assessment

- Municipal habilitation
- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- Environmental Impact Assessment
- Record of Industry and Trade of the province
- Industrial Establishments for Native forests; idem to the previous one
and Record of Holders and Fields with Native Forests, Use Study,
System of Mother forest guide and removal

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR /AFIP 
- SIPI (Undersecretary of industry and
Investment Promotion)
- FOREST RESOURCES DIVISION
- ICAA

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR / AFIP
- FOREST RESOURCES DIVISION
- SENASA
- INASE

- DGI and DGR /AFIP 
- SAGPyA.
- FOREST RESOURCES DIVISION
- ICAA

HO
RT

IC
UL

TU
RA

L For local consumption in a fresh
condition / industry

Processed / preserves / canned

- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- National Sanitary Record of Agricultural Producers
- Registration and habilitation of Establishments
- Good Agricultural Practices (optional)

- DGI and DGR / AFIP and MP
- SENASA

TO
UR

IS
M Tourism - hotels - accomodation - Municipal habilitation

- Tax / social security registration (labour regime)
- Habilitation of Tourist Establishments

- MUNICIPALITY
- DGI and DGR / AFIP 
- TOURISM MINISTRY
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108. Logistics and Foreign Trade
108. Logistics
108. Road Transport 
108. Railway Transport
109. Fluvial - Sea Transport 
110. Foreign Trade 
110. Intervinient Organizations
114. Other Institutions 
115. Tools of Commercial Promotion

Logistical and foreign trade aspects are two matters that 
the businessmen should know when facing a new export 
project. The agencies involved, costs, transportation and 
promotion tools are discussed in this chapter.

FOREST INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE – Esquina, Corrientes

LOGISTICS
AND FOREIGN TRADE
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Logistics and Foreign Trade
Logistics 
Transport plays an important role for the productive sector of Corrientes when determining 

competitiveness. In many cases, production zones are located far away from the main trans-

formation and national consumption centers and /or shipping ports. In general, this becomes 

a critical point when determining costs/ selling prices of products and competitiveness of the 

business. 

Thus, a brief panorama of infrastructure and logistical costs of land and fluvial transport of 

Corrientes province is given below.

Road Transport 
The road transport service available in the province is acceptable as well as the road infrastructure 

(national and provincial routes and interprovincial roads). They have a constant maintenance so 

traffic is very good. The highways with highest circulation are national routes Nº 12 and 14, both go 

through the province from north to south, the first one bordering the Paraná River (678 km) and the 

second one the Uruguay River (440 km).

The cost of national freight depends on distances, type of goods, tons and volume. 

A large part of enterprises that offer transport and logistics services are found in Paso de los Libres, 

Corrientes capital and Goya cities and most have habilitations for international transport with 

Brazil.

the province, joining the provinces of Misiones, Corrientes, Entre Ríos and Buenos Aires.

The cost of this transport depends on the products, weekly volume, infrastructure needed for 

loading and unloading, origin and destination.

More Information at www.bcyl.com.ar - telephone: 01 - 4778 2400 - 4636 Santa Fe Avenue, Capital 

Federal - Buenos Aires

Railway Transport
The railway transport service in Corrientes 

province is rendered by Belgrano Cargas y Lo-

gística S.A. (Bcylsa) state company. This com-

pany administrates the three most important 

load railway lines of the country: Belgrano, San 

Martín y Urquiza (going through 17 provinces).

It counts on a fleet of 86 locomotives and 4.720 

operating wagons and has access to fice inter-

national crossroads, Brazil (Paso de Los Libres, 

Argentina/ Uruguayana, Brazil) among them. 

The operating railway branch in Corrientes is lo-

cated on the Uruguay River coast, to the East of
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(Santo Tomé - Sao Borja)
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Getúlio Vargas
International Bridge 
(Paso de los Libres - Uruguayana)

Gral. Manuel Belgrano
Interprovincial Bridge
(Chaco - Corrientes)
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Yapeyú
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Cnia. C. Pellegrini

San Lorenzo
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Province Capital  
Head of Party / Department
Locality
National Route : paved
Provincial Route: paved
Provincial Route: being re-surfaced
Provincial Routel: consolidated
Provincial Routel: dirt 
Provincial Routel: track
National Road Numering
Provincial Road Numering

Argentina, as well as many littoral countries, 

carries out foreign trade via ocean. Nowadays, 

this mode represents the 95% of the Foreign 

Trade of the country, so it is necessary to know 

the port structure available.

In Argentina there are more than 35 ports, 23 

fluvial and 17 sea ones. Only the ones installed 

in Santa Fe, Buenos Aires and Entre Ríos pro-

vinces concentrate more than the 70% of port 

activity of the country. The most important 

ones are:

• Buenos Aires Province: Buenos Aires, Bahía 

Blanca, Campana, Coronel Rosales, Dock Sud, 

La Plata, Mar Del Plata, Quequén, San Nicolás, 

San Pedro and Zárate Ports.

• Entre Ríos Province: Concepción del Uruguay, 

Diamante and Ibicuy Ports. 

• Santa Fe Province: Reconquista, Rosario, 

Santa Fe and Villa Constitución Ports.

SANTA FE

CHACO

CORRIENTES

ENTRE
RÍOS

BUENOS AIRES

MISIONES

FORMOSA

Reconquista Port

Port of Corrientes

Santa Fe Port
Diamante Port

Rosario Port
Concepción del Uruguay Port

San Nicolás Port Port of San Pedro
Port of Zárate Ibicuy Port

Port of Campana Port of Buenos Aires

Dock Sur Port La Plata Port

Villa Constitución
Port

Port of Mar del Plata

Quequén Port 

Bahía Blanca Port
Coronel Rosales Port 

Fluvial - Sea Transport 

In Corrientes province, the unique operating port is Corrientes Port, placed in the capital city at the 

1.208 km level on the left coast of the Paraná River. It is from 9 to 12 feet deep, 373 m. long and 80 

m. wide. Within the place there is a Customs Primary Zone and a port operator who offers services of 

load, unload, consolidation and deposit and everything related to dispatch of goods abroad (export 

/ import). 

Because of its location, the transporters that arrive at the local port are tug boat carrying barges and 

swallow-draft ships.

Costs of operation at the local port are at extremely low rates
(in force up to November 2015):

• Port Rate: USD 27

• Weighing: USD 55

• Port Duty: USD 1,5 pero exported tonne.

• THC: USD 200 the container 

• Linner Service: USD 300 (this concept includes all the expenditures occasioned by the container 

movement inside the port area, the unloading, the internal movement and the tug loading. 

• Consolidation: USD 200/400 the container – depending if it is palletized or not. 
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• Dispatch expenses: USD 400 the dispatch. Including: service dispatcher, SIM (computer system 

used by the customs office), procedures before customs.

More Information: CORRIENTES PORT TERMINAL
www.puertocorrientes.com - puertoctes@puertoctes.com.ar - terminalportuariacorrientes@hotmail.com 
Telephone: +54 379 4438678/79 - Vera and  Mendoza Avenue, Corrientes City.

Foreign Trade 
At the time of deciding to face the business abroad it is necessary to make an analysis of the 

requirements that the enterprise has to accomplish, fundamentally the technical and productive 

capacity and the habilitations that the legislation establishes for the activity in which the enter-

prise develops. 

The following chart makes a synthesis of the organizations that intervene in an export operation, 

the procedures that have to be made and the information of contacts in case more information 

is required. 

Intervinient Organizations
To habilitate an import and export establishment on the Province of Corrientes, the promoter has to 

adjust to the following legal frame /institutions:

MUNICIPALITY

Involved in the habilitation of the internal establishment, according to its regime of local trade. 

MUNICIPALITY Commercial / Industrial habilitation.

AFIP

ORGANIZATION PROCEDURE
At each municipality

According to resident zone:
Corrientes: Av. Italia N° 385
Curuzú Cuatiá: Gral. Ramírez  741
Goya: Colón N° 899
P. de los Libres: Brasil N° 1201
Posadas (Misiones): Bolívar N° 2151
More Information: www.a�p.gov.ar

According to resident zone:
Corrientes: Vera 1147, Santo Tomé: RN 121- KM 5,5,
Goya: Colón 899, P de los Libres: Colón 701
More Information: www.a�p.gov.ar

According to commercial address consult regional
agencies. More Information: www.dgrcorrientes.gov.ar

Corrientes: San Martín 2224 
More Information: www.icaa.gov.ar

In your most trusted bank.

It can be in Paso de los Libres, Clorinda, Posadas
or Resistencia. Contact data ahead.

Centro Regional Corrientes - Misiones
Virasoro: Arturo Navajas 2998
Tel: 03756-482427/29/33/37
regionalcormis@senasa.gob.ar and local o�ces around
the whole province.
More Information: www.senasa.gov.ar

CONTACT / ADDRESS

DGI

DGRSS

DGA

- Registration in national taxes (VAT, PROFITS).

- Registration of Workers, Retirement Deduction, Social Assistance.

- Registration in the Register of Exporters.
- Presentation, control and authorization of export/import.

Registration in provincial taxes (Gross Incomes).

Environmental Impact Assessment.

National Sanitary Record of Agricultural Producers (RENSPA).

Register of exporter/importer.

Sanitary or Phitosanitary Certi�cate.

List of  CATEM (Application Centre of Treatment to Wood Packaging) 
habilitated - Regulation NIMF 15.

Income and liquidation of currency / payments abroad.

Certi�cate of Origin.

DGR

ICAA

SENASA

BANK SYSTEM

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC REVENUE (AFIP)

Self-sufficient organization that depends on the National Ministry of Economy in charge of the 

application, perception, collection and audit of national rents and taxes, both internal through 

the Tax Administration Department and external through the Customs Administration, of the 

social security resources administration corresponding to pension and retirement schemes 

through the Directorate General of Social Security Resources, as the regulation and observance 

of the contributors rights and obligations.  More information: www.afip.gov.ar

• AFIP - DGI: The General Tax Direction is a body that integrates the Federal Administration of 

Public Revenues (AFIP) and is in charge of the application, perception, collection and control of 

national taxes.

• AFIP - DGRSS: The Directorate General for Social Security Resources is an organization that in-

tegrates (AFIP) and is in charge of the national pensions and retirement schemes, of an employee 

as well as an autonomous worker.

• AFIP - DGA: The General Customs Direction is an organization that integrates the (AFIP)and 

is  in charge of the application, perception, collection and audit of exports and imports made 

in the country, the import / export registry and others within the framework of the Law 22.415 

(Customs Code).

REGISTRATION AS IMPORTER AND EXPORTER

To be able to import or export goods from and to the Argentinian Republic it is an essential con-

dition to be registered in the Register of Importers and Exporters of the DGA (General Direction 

of Customs). Thus, the interested person (legal or physical) has to accomplish the stages of re-

gistration and initiation in the Register before the Customs that corresponds regarding address. 

The procedure shall depend on the type of enterprise to be registered. The basic steps are: 
1- To have the registration in the Value Added Tax and /or Income Tax or in the Simplified Regime to Small 

Contributors (Monotributo) if corresponds.

2- To have a fiscal key.

3- To enter the system via Internet in AFIP with the fiscal key and follow the instructions from the system 

and the user’s handbook of the Register System (MANUAL DEL USUARIO DEL SISTEMA REGISTRAL - ANEXO 

RESOLUCION GENERAL N° 2.570)

4- To have signature, photo and fingerprints registered digitally in the “Register System”.

5- Not to have antecedents in the Offender’s Register (in the case of legal persons this requisite reaches all 

its components).

6- For legal persons, to declare partners and members of the administration and audit bodies, in exercise. 

7- To credit economic support or constitute a guarantee.

8- Sworn declaration expressing not to be found within the supposed ones of the Section N° 94, sub - section 

1 Section d) of the Customs Code (Law N°22.415).

9- For the legal persons the condition required extends to its Directors, Administrators or shareholders 

unlimitedly responsible.

10- The legal persons will have to be registered in the GENERAL INSPECTION OF JUSTICE, or in their case at 

the corresponding Organization.

11- Certificate of Antecedents issued by police authority. 

12- For the legal persons the condition required reaches Directors, Administrators or shareholders unlimited 

responsible.
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Legal frame: 

Act N° 22415 Customs Code.

GENERAL RESOLUTION N° 2.570/09 “REGISTER SYSTEM”

General Resolution N° 2.239 “Fiscal key”

More information: www.afip.gov.ar

Note: to get to know the customs office of your jurisdiction, please visit:

www.afip.gov.ar/aduana/dependenciasAduaneras

NATIONAL TAXES FOR FOREIGN TRADE
The Export Rights:

The Export Rights (DE) are levied on exports to consumption. Since December 2015, through the 

Rights 133/15 and 160/15 only a small group of Argentinian products, not least important, are subject 

to tax (soya, some type of paper, crock, ovine wool and leather, biofuels and metal scraps) with an 

aliquot from 5 to 30%.

The rest of the universe of products of agricultural and industrial origin has reduced their DE to 0 

(cero). This tax consists of a percentage applied on the taxable value of merchandise in customs or on 

the value trade of a commercial transaction (invoiced value).

Derechos de Importación:

The Import Rights (DI) in general, are found between 0% and 35%. For many countries, this per-

centage is reduced thanks to preferences or tax reductions. In general, merchandise from coun-

tries members of ALADI are subject to percentage preferences while as for trade among coun-

tries members of MERCOSUR, rights to import are of 0%, except for some very delicate products.  

To get to know the import right corresponding to the product of interest, please visit: http://

www.afip.gov.ar/aduana/arancelIntegrado/ 

Apart from the import right, the importer shall pay the following taxes to nationalize merchandi-

se and get its release and free circulation in the country: 

- Statistics rate: 0,5%: They do not pay taxes when they come from MERCOSUR, Chile, Bolivia, 

Colombia, Venezuela and Ecuador. 

- VAT: 21% For capital goods, computing or telecommunications the percentage shall be 10,5%).

- Additional VAT: 20% (in case of capital goods the percentage shall be of 5%).

- Income Tax: 6%.

- Gross Income: 2,5%

- SIM tariff= USD 10

GENERAL DIRECTION OF RENTS OF CORRIENTES

The DGR is an organization in charge of the application of the Fiscal Code - Tariff Law of Corrientes 

in the Province. Every person or enterprise that carries out commercial, industrial or productive 

activity has to register and enlist in the gross income tax and take on the obligations generated 

by this regime. 

More information: www.dgrcorrientes.gov.ar

GENERAL DIRECTION OF RENTS OF CORRIENTES

The ICAA was created in 2001 by Decree Law Nº 212/2001 of the Executive Power as an autarkic 

organism of the Provincial State, unique authority of application in the themes concerning the 

water resources, Environmental management, Fiscal Lands and Islands and Mining. 

It is the institution in charge of the application of the Provincial Law Nº 5067 of Environmental 

Impact Assessment. It establishes the Scope, Reach and Authority of Application of the mentioned 

law, the Environmental Impact Assessment and its content, studying of the Environmental impact, 

Surveillance and Responsibility. 

More information: www.icaa.gov.ar

SENASA

The National Food Safety and Quality Service is the organization of the Argentinian state in char-

ge of executing the national policies in matters of animal and vegetal sanity and quality and 

verifying the accomplishment of the standing norms in such matters. 

It is in charge of the control of the federal traffic, imports and exports of the products and bypro-

ducts and those ones derived from vegetal and animal origin, food and agriculture products, 

veterinarian medicines and agrochemicals, fertilizers and amendments.

More information: www.senasa.gov.ar

VISA OF DOCUMENTATION 

Many countries require the visa of commercial document that accompany the goods as a requisite for 

the entrance to its territory. The fees and times of visa depend on each Consulate. The most usual is the 

visa of Commercial Invoice, Certificate of Origin, and certificate of Transport. 

The estimate cost per document is USD 20 to USD 40.

The procedure may be initiated by the Exporter or Customs Officer rightly credited.

In the web page of the Chancery (www.mrecic.gov.ar) are the addresses and telephones of all foreign 

consulates in Argentina. 

CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN

The Certificate of Origin credits the origin of goods and endorses their legal origin. It is used to get the 

tariff preferences, application of tax rates and indicates that the goods were produced in the country. 

The certificates are issued by the Secretariat of Politics and Commercial Transactions of the Nation. 

The procedures can be personal -the exporter crediting identity and registration in AFIP can make 

it- or made by someone else really credited (customs officer).  

More information: www.comercio.gov.ar

CUSTOMS OFFICER

At the moment of facing the negotiation abroad (export / Import), it is fundamental to hire a 

reliable Customs officer with knowledge to make all the arrangements at the Customs Office and 

logistics in general.

The auxiliary professional of the customs service, apart from the import / export procedures 

before the customs office, can check the standing legislation in origin and destiny, documents 

required by the client and the customs office before initiating the operation with the charge of 

exportation, sanitary regime and banking with the country of destination, etc.
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Its actions are sustained by the Federalism and Regional Development, operating as a permanent 

organism of investigation, financing and assessment.

Within these activities, as a key aspect for business success, marketing assistance is included. In 

this regard, the CFI has organized more than 170 Trade Missions, allowing the possibility to more 

than 5.000 micro, small and medium enterprises to present their products at international fairs 

and to take part in business rounds previously coordinated. Likewise, it has developed training 

activities for enterprises to expand their necessary knowledge for effective performance in fo-

reign markets.

PROARGENTINA 

A Commercial Promotion Programme of the Sub-secretary of Foreign Trade under the authority 

of the National Ministry of Economy and Public Finance. 

It gives assistance, training and organize direct commercial promotion actions, that allow the 

Argentinian enterprises reach other countries with their products and services. 

www.proargentina.gov.ar

PROARGEX

Area of promotion of the Ministry of Agriculture, Cattle and Fishing of the Nation, it has the mission 

of attending the agro-exporting enterprises, especially small and medium enterprises with 

differentiated products and of high added value, in their exporting process and the market 

expansion.

www.proargex.gov.ar

FUNDACIÓN EXPORTAR 

An export  promotion agency which reports to the Ministry of Foreign Relations and Cult of the 

Argentinian Republic, that design and takes its work further with activities that tend to increase 

and diversify the Argentinian exports through the participation in international trade fairs, business 

rounds, market information, etc.

www.exportar.org.ar

ARGENTINA TRADE NET

It is the official Internet site of Foreign Trade of the Argentinian Chancellery where detailed, 

precise and updated data is available, mainly concerning the international business world, 

promoting and facilitating the operations of international trade among local companies and 

potential clients abroad. 

www.argentinatradenet.gov.ar

CORRIENTES EXPORTA

It is an area of the Institute of Enterprise Promotion in charge of the foreign trade of Corrientes 

province. Its objective is to promote the internationalization of the Corrientes enterprises and 

guarantee their presence in the external markets. Its main activities concentrate in giving assistance 

to the enterprises in their exporting process, diversifying markets to exporters, organizing commercial 

missions, informing about the market and products, training, among other tools. It is important 

to mention that it is the window to the Fundación Exportar in the province.

www.corrientesexporta.gov.ar

EXCHANGE MARKET

The entrance and exit of foreign currencies from export or import operations to or from abroad 

should be done through the bank system which is regulated by the BCRA (Central Bank of the 

Argentinian Republic). For further information visit www.bcra.gov.ar or consult at the foreign 

trade office of your most trusted Bank. 

• Terms for Currency Income

Export: The term for income and payment of foreign currencies from export varies according 

to the product from the commercial transaction. Terms may be of 30, 60, 90, 180 or 360 days 

to count from the shipment day. Additionally to fixed terms, a longer or shorter term from the 

original deadline can be available for the effective payment of foreign currencies of assets and 

services. Advances and pre-financing of exports should be cancelled with currencies from the ex-

ports collection within a fixed term (30, 60, 90, 120, days) counting from the date of the currency 

liquidation. The bank institution may renew in 30 days the term to make the shipment effective. 

Import: Total of Imports may be paid in advance, in cash or with deferred payment. In the case of 

in advance and at sight payments, nationalization of goods should be proved within the 365 days 

of the fulfillment of the in advance payment or the 90 days of payment made at sight.

Other Institutions
Apart from the mentioned institutions up to here, there are a series of national institutions that 

are keys in the process of production as in the process of local commercialization and export that 

the interested one may contact to request for technical assistance:

Tools of Commercial Promotion
The national and provincial states have institutions that strive to provide the businessperson a wide 

range of tools needed for the internationalization of his business, search new markets or diversify the 

actual ones:

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF INVESTMENT

The Federal Council of Investments is aimed at promoting the harmonious and comprehensive 

development of all the regions countrywide.

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY AND PUBLIC FINANCES OF THE NATION  //  www.mecon.gov.ar

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS AND CULT  //  www.mrecic.gov.ar

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY (INTA)  //  www.inta.gob.ar

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY (INTI)  //  www.inti.gob.ar

MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY OF THE NATION  //  www.industria.gob.ar

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY (INPI)  //  www.inpi.gov.ar

NATIONAL BANK OF ARGENTINA  //  www.bna.com.ar

BANK OF INVESTMENT AND FOREIGN TRADE  //  www.bice.com.ar

INVEST IN ARGENTINA  //  www.inversiones.gov.ar

NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICINES, FOOD AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY OF THE NATION (ANMAT)  //  www.anmat.gov.ar

SECRETARY OF ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT  //  www.ambiente.gov.ar

CONSEJO FEDERAL
DE INVERSIONES
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The natural resources preservation is a priority for the 
Government of the Province of Corrientes, consequently, 
any productive development generated in the territory 
should necessarily fall within the framework of care and 
respect for the environment.

IBERÁ WATERLANDS – Carlos Pellegrini, Corrientes

ENVIRONMENT
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Preservation of natural resources 
The government of the Province of Corrientes has a clear view about the preservation and rational 

use of the natural resources of its territory for the beneficial use of the actual an future generations. 

Sweet water is a limited resource of vital importance for our planet, without it, peoples’ lives and the 

economies would be compromised. The territory of Corrientes is set on an important cross-border 

subterranean hydric body denominated Acuífero Guaraní, one of the biggest sweet water reservoir 

of the planet. This is why the government has developed a series of instruments and legal regulations 

ensuring their safety and security.

Water and Environment Institute of Corrientes (ICAA)
It is the aquatic organism of the Provincial State, an enforcement authority in relation to the Hydric 

Resources issues, Environmental Administration, Fiscal Lands and Isles and Mining Resources. 

The actions promote the soil and water improvement and management as entities of joint organi-

zation, with the participation of the users. These endeavours are all within a framework of a right 

environmental administration. This institute seeks to achieve the highest rationality in the process 

of decision related to conservation, defence, protection and the improvement of the environment, 

sustained by the scientific and technical analysis. Telephone / fax +54 0379 4460960/4431273 / 

Web Page: www.icaa.gov.ar / Address: 2275 Bolívar Street / Corrientes Capital - CP3400 - Argentina.

Environmental Impact Legislation
The environmental administration that is carried out by the ICAA, is centred in the Act N°5.067 

of Environmental Impact Evaluation (regulated by Decree N°2.858 of the 5th December, 2012) 

applied to all the works, installations or activities, public and private, that may impact the 

environment of the province, as well as the application of the Good Environmental Practices. (BPA).

Laws, decrees and resolutions are available at:  www.icaa.gov.ar Regulation sector http://www.

icaa.gov.ar/?page_id=678

Technical Environmental Documents
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

The environmental report is a document that describes all the key environmental aspects which are related 

to the developing activities. The report concerns the entrepreneurship as a whole and it is recommended 

that certain structures to be followed as regards its contents, since its environmental initiatives will be va-

luated according to the information truthfulness. 

In this kind of technical documents it is of great importance he detailed development of the environmental 

management plan, mitigation measures and good environmental practices and the surveillance and con-

tingency in the basis of the constitution of a complete document to be environmentally evaluated. 

For its implementation, the project holder or the entrepreneurship responsible person hires a competent 

professional that may or may not be registered in the Registry of Environmental Consultants (REPCA); it is 

not a necessary requirement.  

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES  (EsIA)

It is a technical document that identifies the possible impacts, the possibility to correct them and 

the effects that it will have. It is a multidisciplinary study with information that have to indicate 

how the project will affect the weather, the soil, the water and the cultural/historic values. It also 

has to analyse the legislation, how it will affect the human activities : agriculture, employment 

and life quality. 

To carry out this study, the project holder or the entrepreneurship responsible, has to hire a 

competent professional, who must be registered in the Registry of Environmental Consultants 

(REPCA) authorised by the ICAA.

Established Contents for the presentation of EsIA

The projects must include an Environmental Impact Study that shall have, at least, the following 

information: 

1) Description of the project and its actions; 

2) Analysis of technically viable alternatives and justification of the solution adopted; 

3) Environmental records and descriptions of key ecological or environmental interactions; 

4) Identification and assessment of impacts and the proposed solutions as well as their alternatives; 

5) Establishment of protective and corrective measures; 

6) Environmental supervision program; 

7) Synthesis of documents.

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Interdisciplinary systematic analysis of the potential impacts of a proposed action or its alternatives 

on the physical, biological, cultural and socioeconomic features of a particular area. Fundamental 

preventive tool for decision-making and environmental planning. 

It permits to verify in a methodological way how every action affects a project to be developed 

on every environmental factor of the territory it might be modified. 

This incidence will consider criteria as area measure to affect, seriousness of the affectation, the 

possibility of reversion, among others. 

From that consideration, measures to be adopted will come up to correct, mitigate or do com-

pensatory actions that permit to put within environmentally accepted values the detected disa-

rrangements.

PROCEDURES

Every project consisting of the realization of works or activities that can affect or can be capable of 

degrading the environment, any of its components or that can significantly affect the population 

life quality in the territory of the Province of Corrientes, will be subject to the Environmental Impact 

Evaluation (EIA). The environmental enforcement authority shall take a decision producing the 

corresponding environmental certification. 
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Code of Waters
To make use of public waters for productive enterprises, infrastructure works and/or other uses 

established in the Code of Waters Nº 191/01 and Law of Environmental Impact Assessment Nº 

5067, the ones interested should ask for a Concession of Use of Public Waters. 

Documents required should be presented by physical or legal holders; the person in charge or 

a sales representative of an enterprise project to use public water. 

The Concession request is compulsory to start any activity that involves water bodies, not only 

for direct use (extraction) but also as body receptor in the Corrientes province jurisdiction. 

More information: www.icaa.gov.ar/documentos/ingenieria/codigo_aguas_ley191_01.pdf

Guide of Procedures
To access to the Guide of Procedures on these topics and others related to the protection of the 

environment, please, enter: www.icaa.gov.ar/?page_id=54

Here you will find, among others, the following:

• Request for Permission of Concession of Public Usage Water.

• Request for Line of River Bank.

• Procedure of Environmental Impact Studies. (EIS). Generalities.

• Record of Consultants in Environmental Impact Studies (EIS).

• Rice Productions. Characteristics (EIS).

• Forest Productions. Characteristics.

• Slaughterhouses. Characteristics.

• Mining resources. Characteristics.

• Public Environmental Audiences.

On the basis of the entrepreneurship characteristics and magnitude, the requirements for applying 

for environmental authorisation differ. The responsible people shall consult the provincial 

organism about them. 

Mail: consultas.icaa@corrientes.gov.ar, / telephone/fax +54 0379 4460960/4431273 or personally 

at the Environmental Management of the ICAA, located in 2275 Bolívar street, in Corrientes city, 

(CP3400). Argentina

Environmental Impact Statement (DIA)
Every project presented requires the provincial organization the granting of the Environmental 

Impact Statement (EIS) which is the legal instrument that habilitates and authorizes the fulfillment 

of any enterprise adapted to environmental regulations in force. In some cases, this measure is 

given in a conditioned way and with fulfillment terms of specific requisites. 

So, the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process is carried out and includes analysis of 

documents integrating the Environmental Impact Studies (EIS) and application controls of 

supervision plans. 

More information: www.icaa.gov.ar/?page_id=212

Record of Environmental Consultants (REPCA)
Any professional with a degree, enrolled at the corresponding College or Council and with training 

in a postgraduate course on environmental matters may present Studies of Environmental Impact.

For its presentation, the professional has to be registered or enrolled in the Register of Environmental 

Consultants (REPCA), habilitated for that effect.

Note: The professionals registered in the Record of Environmental Consultants have the obligation 

of renewing their annual registration, only in case they had to present a Study of Environmental 

Impact in the entity. 

A variety of regulations offer a legal framework for the actions, there is a Register of Environmental 

Consultants (REPCA). Fines for non-compliance of the law of Environmental Impact Evaluation 

and environmental statements of productive activities, and promotion of the provincial laws 

creation, among them the Restatement of the Guaraní Aquifer Rights (Act N° 5.641)

Legal frame: Resolution Nº 088/12 from ICAA (12th March, 2012).

More information: www.icaa.gov.ar/?p=383

Environmental Public Audience
The Environmental Public Audience established by Decree N° 2.562/12, on 31st October 2012, 

on the implementation of the Act N° 5.982 of Public Audience, offers the community, authorities 

and organizations the possibility of getting information on the convenience of a work or activity 

in development or in project, and the positive or negative impact on environment.
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